Changing Energy Policy
by Chih-ChienHsu
. The skyrocketing costs of heating fuel and were considerably wanner than that. He
new federal regulations and incentives for blames both a lack of urgency to enforce the
opening of windows for the
energy conservation have inspired Colby's setting and the .
higher
temperatures.
administration to implement a new energy
But Colby's energy consumption now apconservation, program, according to Vice
President Robert Pullen'and Plant_Engineer pears to be headed for major changes.
Federal laws and incentive programs and the
Stan Palmer.
escalating
costs of fuel have inspired the
Colby's energy, bill was over $400,000 last
college
to
launch
what Palmer calls "long
year, accordingjto Pullen. With estimates of a
term
conservation
programs.
25 percent jump in heating oil prices, t he bil
Colby's efforts will be matched, dollar for
could hit the half-million dollar mark this
dollar,
by" the Federal Government. The
year. At that rate electric and heat costs for
programs
- will include "insulating the
eachfColby student will be between $250-$300
buildings
and
installing storm windows,"says
(Stu-A receives $56 per student).
Palmer.
Between 1973 and this year, Colby instituted
In carrying out this long term program,
a "quick fix" program on energy con- Colby has employed the services of Jon Linn
sumption, says Pullen. Palmer-says the (Colby 73) to make an audit of the energy
college resorted to conservative measures situation at Colby and make recomthe
whichas
required little or
no use
capital investment, mendations for improvements. Linn is on a
;
of flbureseent three year:.contract,, which is how long
sUch^ ;incr<^sihgi.
lig_i^as opposed to incandescent—reducing Palmer estimates it will take to complete the
bulb ;Wattage r^: and reducing the hot water program. Some bids have already been taken
settings in th^ water system. Pullen claims for extensive insulation work to be done in
the results of these efforts was a 25 percent Foss-Woodman and Mairy Low Coburn.
reduction in energy consumption.
- Ill the immediate future, residentscan look
; Despite; these "quick fix "' measures, forward :to lower* temperatures in almost all
Colby's^energy. consumption was . still inef- the buildings on campus, especially in the
ficient: If one were to climb into the attic area "public areas." To comply with the hew
oif Foss-Woodman in the middle of the winter, Erhergency
Building
Temperature
one -would find it very warm. Palmer says Restrictions regulations, almost all the public
most of Colby's older buildings have very areas, such as classrooms; the library, dining
Utile, or no insulation at all. About one half
halls, lounges, etc., will be heated* to no more
inch of sheet rock or cement (both poor in- than , 65 degrees. If a building is to be unocsulators) are"the only, elements resembling cupied for moire than eight hours, the teminsulation between living areas and attics in perature in that building must be lowered to
¦. .. -"'•Y' ; ¦
the buMngs. r .
55 degrees (which Yrneahs most of the
IVIahy students can attest tolhe high tem- classrooms in the evenings). Violations of
peratures of the living areas of some of those these regulations could result in a fine of
buildings in the past. Although Pullen says the $5,000 to $10,00.. There will be certain exschool has tried to maintain a temperature of ceptions, such 'as the, infirmary and the
68 degrees in the buildings,' Plant Engineer computer room, ;
Stan Palmer concedes that most buildings
(contin ued on page five)
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EPC Students Push
by Jane Eklund
Student members to the Educa tional Policy
Committee voiced concern over the slowpaced , movement of the committee's
^ The findings
processes at Tuesday's meeting.
of the three EPC subcommittees to evaluate
Colby's curriculum were also presented and
discussed.
Student Dave Silk suggested that longer
EPC meetings be scheduled, expressing a
desire to keep the . process moving. He noted
that two hours had been consumed by surface
discussions of the subcommittees' reports.
President Cotter commented that, at

TKW&M&riir^
Y?.!The administration tells . us/how mature
':. ; arid responsible we are, yet it doesn't give us
Y th e .'responsibility' of choosing all our courY.Sbb? or th e 'f reedom' of choosing the method of
evSlij atibn for our courses, We are mature
andJ|fepbnsiI)le ^ yet: the college burdens us
and doesn't allow us the
I with 120 credit hours;
ime to exercise oi_r respohsibilities as they
'¦ t
apply tb.'our- 'own Iives...Colby College doesn 't
; have to be llkethis.. Y ¦$&/& ' Y;.''
'
(.
Y^Y' 1
The
above
quotation
is
riot
recent;
it
is
taken
Y
from; '?An(Open ! Letter toi tlie ColbyYCom; munity,!!;from the Oct; 31; 1974 ECHO. From
/; 1972^ wheri;(he;i26 ci^
was r^
Y -totheEI^s^
¦ bfj;m<wt^studci^ts tiarejno) Ibnger belngi con:
: sidpretf''^tibMi^
credit load Hais lb iBeri a subject
a! of controversy,
v The 1974:75: ^ear. saw : peak:-;.'.ln:;'student
inltiatiye:;|agalnst;"t he credit .load , arid the
Oi .Cdlego's

: ; M

jeff
i, sophomores, led.by 3erry t F«nstermari
^ a
Gottesfeld aiid:, SusieYlrichc£j } initiated•;
<, ;\ri_overiienl . $;cW ^ ; Thb;group formed the Stu -A
acaderrilc policy
Student Task Force on ISdiicAtibrial Reform,
• In November of that year, the: Task; Force
; decided to hold a referendum; of ' Student
^Yiy' -y^

»yJane Ekhind
. Yviews, and launched a major effort to get out
the vote. Task Force members.distributed
v pamphlets .at dining halls, organized-a floor
by floor "get oiit the vote" network arid, on the
day^ ' of the vote, hun g banners outside of
Runrials . and . ... Rbbertsv Uniens;~ Fourteen
hiiridred arid twenty-eight students voted; and
of those, 1203 indicated
; dissatisfaction with
Y. the;120hour loadY'' ':'; / '~ "' ' \. aa "::' ' ' '^ .a a a : " :
:' Another issue was 'already in front of the
EPC : th erepbrt of the 'Comrintttee to Study the
¦' Future;
' of: Colby; ; Included in; the CSFC's
philosophy of Colby Education is "to develop
1 the fiistorichl
se^
of
r niay perceiye ^ie complexities the present,

Y moment arily
v.;:':.theyfmiay ^oject; the present itito.tHe fiiture|
, , : and,, pimultfl hcously, to develop the,ability to
.? ' make yaHd generalizations.1 a
yY ¦ ¦
¦'' ;.y
!¦ .i' hewideins. ':,';;'''--, • : ;Y.;?. • *¦ _.'.;;
.• ';¦ a ¦ i;'^
''
¦
¦ ¦ But; students protested the report '
Y
oh the
. grounds; that /the CSFC did not, involve
a
Y significant number of students.;/ ;;¦;- T ; ' ; ¦,: $
"J A Student A.sociation all-campus meeting
Y jwas held on Oct.17, 1974, to discuss the^ CSFC
/ recbmmendnUftris;: One result of .the'imeetirig
:' .'* was tbe; following ? resolve, ^ quoted in tho
•V-Bi _alOi:0ict;il^iW^*^y-- ^v;^ 5Y.Y ">yvY
A • "ResolvedYWciy students at bolby'Qollcgo
( firid ltfot^

suited and represented in the CSFC report and
other areas concerning life at Colby. We
respectfully and strongly urge that the Board
of Trustees remain open to student needs and
opinions and reflect these in any decisions
regarding Colby College. "
Th e student ref er en dum was brough t u p at
the November 26 meeting of the EPC.
Accordin g to the minutes, "Prof. Archibald
mentioned what he thought were two serious
procedural issues facing the EPC, '(l) '. 'their
consideration of the Educational Programs
and Resources report , and , ' ( _) the results of
the recent student referendum" on aca demic
reforrii; Ho wondered if there weren't sorrie:
way :that the EPP's rout ine business cou ld b e
handled so th(it the C6mmU.ee could get to the
discussion of these. JProf.-Geib suggested that
bne,meeting per month of the EPC be devoted
entirely to procedura l business, the "nuts an d
bolts" operation of the college; This should
probably be the meeting preceding the faculty
meeting. The other meetings might then be
left free for ' consideration of' general
educational policy matters like the CSFC
report. Deanidensen felt that EPC's, have a
yearly cycle, and that we will, soon bo inundated with catalogue copy to approve for next
¦
:
year- V ;
v
:Y'YY :Y V Y' .. '-yy 'Y... ¦-' . y y"
1 . ¦' ;i' 'Y;r ' :Y. y AAA (continued on page tbree) .

faculty meetings, the move to adjourn seems
to be the most popular motion, adding that the
first such motion is usually passed.
He said : "If we're going to be serious about
anything we'll have to go into depth/Wha t we
don't.want to do is to redo the studies that
have been done."
Silk responded that his suggestion was not
an attempt to "railroad" proposals. He saidhe feels that most committee members are
deeply committed to the EPC, and would not
object to devoting more time to the meetings. \
A distinction between . informational
meetings, such as Tuesday's, and policy
discussions was brought up - the consensus
being that more time could be allotted for the
latter.
As a result of the discussion, a four and a
half hour time slot was scheduled for the next
meeting.
"There's no guarantee," said Cotter, "that
the end of this route is change. The weight of
the argument will be on the side of those
favoring no change. The only way you
overcome that is'by conviction, analysis and
hard work. I think we've got those."
The EPC meeting was generally concerned
with the findings of the three subcommittees
that were established at the Oct. 4 meeting.
The group researching Colby's. curriculum
development, chaired by Phyllis Mannocchi,
handed out a series of reports on the College's
academic documents. Sonya Rose's subcommittee, charged with
investigating changes in other NESCAC
colleges, presented a "Summary of NESCAC
Curricula." She noted that "the four course
load was almost universal."
The third group, headed by Peter Harris,
presented a gra ph of aca dem ic requ irements
at Ivy League schools. A four course load was
also standard at most of those colleges. Harris
said the Ivy League schools, place a greater
emphasis on independent study, including
th esis programs, senior proje cts, h onors
programs and senior exams.
It ' was - suggested r that the first two subcommittees re-examine the schools they
studied for information on college calendars,
reading periods, and in-class hours. Thes.G
findings will be discussed in detail at the Nov.
6 meeting. . Y^
.

yT'-y Yv ! ¦

by Tom Staj!

The executive Board of the Stu-A held a
brief meeting Monday, night, giving only
committee reports. Academic Life chairperson Jay Otis reported the student members to the Educational Policy Committee
(EPC) have been meeting together, keeping
each other informed. Otis also reported he
was working to keep the subcommittee Y
process, concerning recent proposals,
moving. He does not want to have the process
slow down and have the proposals die in
committee. .
Eric Ertman, Social Life Chairperson,
announced that due to the incident at the Spa
last week during the Malignants performance,
there would probably be. a moritorium on bands there for awhile. .
Brenda Bowen, Cultural Life Chairperson,
announced that Chris'Miller would be performing on Nov. 8 and tickets will be on sale
this week.
Both Bowen and Ertman announced the

Colby Trivia

HalloweenWeekend to be held this weekend in
conjunction between Social Life arid Cultural

¦Life.- ; - . - ,:•.: . . . ;.y ;y.y :

Treasurer Glen Coral announced that the
Trusteies approved the plan for the renovation
of the Loft. He thanked John Veilleux for the
help in preparing the j>ropbsal and for
presenting it to the Trustees;
Matt Donahue, Public Information
Chairperson, 'announced that copies of the
recent poll have been , sent to faculty members.
Executive Chairperson Scott Lehigh>announced that a Campus forum will be held on
October 29, 1979. The topic will be "Safety at
Colby." Panelists include Becky Rogers,
Deans Smith and Seitzinger and a member of
the Night Crawlers; Lehigh also announced
the Minority Committee will be meeting for
the first time this Wednesday to begin their
review of the status of minorities here at
Colby.

A Coincidence

An excerpt from a book entitled Colby Stories by Herbert Carlyle Libby, class of 1902
Many of the students saw the old toll bridge serenading party at the residence of the ofbetween Waterville and Winslow carried off fending moderator. Suddenly the sound of
by the freshet in the autumn of 1869. At once college horns and other equally musical-inan agitation arose for a free bridge. The free struments broke upon the stillness of the
bridge was favored by most of the people of midnight air, and cheers were given for the
Waterville and vicinity, and by many in free bridge and groans for the moderator,of
Winslow', but it was bitterly opposed by the an anti-free bridge meeting.After a little time
people of West Waterville, now Oakland, then a member of the family came out and startled
a part of the town of Waterville. Many the serenaders by discharging a revolver in
meetings were held, and party feeling ran their faces, probably using blank cartridges.
high. At length, on one Saturday afternoon in For a moment, there was a complete stamthe early summer of 1870, a town-meeting was pede. But "stone him" was soon the cry, and
called to convene at West Waterville. Many of the assailant retired to cover amid a shower
the students went on the special train to see of stones. The serenade was completed acthe fun. There was no hall large enough to cording to the program, and the serenaders
hold the crowd, so the voters lined up in the retired in flrinH nrf g: V*Gravers
tlie following
At prayersw
mm{ng
street. A Watervilie squire was chosen retiredjn goodOTderfc
moderator. The result of the meeting was not passage:
"Yet ye have not know him:, but I know
favorable to the free bridge movement..The
decisions of the moderator were thought to be him; and if I should say, I know him not, I
grossly unju_jt;jn favor bf the anti-free bridge shall be a liar like unto you ; but I know him
and keep his saying.-Then took they up stones
people.
That night on their return to Waterville, to cast at him."
It was doubtless an undesigned coincidence.
most of the students participated in a

Trustees Convene

Committee
Effectiveness?

Y : ,. . ' :¦: a ¦¦ ':-;. "¦• ./ / .' ¦ jt'-Y ' Y . '
Y . .Y ^ • • by Amy Boyle
"I don't think the committee system has has a broader effect in that it determines what
succeeded in making the college responsive to issues 'are discussed in the; committees. He
student -opinion,"- says Stu-A Committee believes that with more information comChairperson Rod Marshall. Marshall, who mittees could 'anticipate.; more problems
coordinates the appointments of students to before they become major. "Instead," says
committees, feels that a major reason why Marshall, "the committees act more often as
Colby "gets stagnated is because we have not grievance forums with the kind of 'we-they'
found an effective way for students, teachers arid confrontation atmosphere that we cannot
and administrators to work together.".
seem to avoid anywhere on this campus."¦'' Y
Marshall points to what he , calls a "we"I don't want to sound too confident in'this,"
they" ^ atmosphere on campus between says Marshall. "I really don't know for sure
teachers, students and administrators and . why students feel so disaffected, but I think
between factions within those groups. . Y '¦
this is part of it. I think the students essenMarshall says he does not know why the tially feel impotent here — or at least
committee system has not worked well; "At mechanical. It Seems- as if no one feels any
this point," he says, "we see our job as trying emotional involvement in this place — jas if
to develop some structure for student input ."
we pay our fees, get a little brow-beaten and
Marshall says student representativeshave receive a' degree. What the Hell? I feel that
not been capable of reflecting student opinion way a lot."
' Y
for three reasons. First, because they cannot
Marshall sees several key issues coming up
individually come into contact with a broad this year. They include curricular changes —
enough cross-section of the student body.
such as re-evaluating the Jan Plan and
Second, there are presently no forums altering the course load — getting more
minority students to r come to Colby,
which could represent such a cross-section.
And third, there is no polling on the smaller, . examining the necessity for expansion of the
yet important, school issues — like the boofe library, examining the role of women in
return policy — which make up the majority athletics, and investigating the possibility' of
expanding the capacity of the computer to
of committee work.
Marshall feels this lack of information also ' include social programming. .

Security' Follow-Up
by Sue Erb
Despite the recent publicity given to security measures i_ one of the topics that will
harassment and violence against women at be discussed at a campiis-wide. forum on
Colby, students still aren 't aware of the im- security, on Monday, Oct. 29, at 6:30 in Given
portance of reporting incidents, according to Auditorium. Open to , students; adAssociate Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger. ministration, faculty, and all employees of the
She said women are not reporting minor college, the forum will be an opportunity to
hairassment, - which the dean 's office or discuss what is being done by the school/arid
Security - often hear of "through the what should be done by individuals to prevent
grapevine ," several days after it has hap- violence.
- . ' ¦ - 'pened. "We . need-to know about these ocA panel, including President Cotter,
currences so that we know where the trouble Security Chief Jeff Gordon, Administrative
spots are, at what time, and of suspicious Vice President Pullen, Roberts Union
characters who appear on a regular basis," Director Becky Rogers, and Associate Dean
Seiteinger says.
• ¦ . . ,, Janice Seitzinger, will lead the discussion.
Student awareness and aid in enforcing The Forum ;is sponsored by the Colby
Women's Group.
The forum was announced last Thursday, at
the* second meeting of the ¦•• Violence Task
Force. A self defense'workshop is scheduled
for November 7,^ given by student Barb Neal
and Dean Seitzinger. Y
. 'Also, as a result of a recent ;night time tour
of the campus, Vice President Pullen reported
at the meeting that, broken bulbs and fixtures
social functions involving students iand had been replaced in many campus locations,
faculty. Special Programs was also granted a and temporary spot lights have been installed
Y
budget increase.
in some areas. Permanent lights will be in: Ihe Student Affairs Committee reported stalled eventually. In many areas there are
ttiat , there!will be no ski teams this year, nor lights which are never turned on; . and perwould the Colby Ski Slope open. However, the sonnel in those buildings have been requested
possibility of an instruction program in Cross to insure that the lights are on. Y
V
Country arid downhill skiing is being studied.
Also, lock s oh th e doors of some of the older
In reaction to discussion at the Presidential dorms have been changed so the door will
Retreat several weeks ago, the establishment automatically:lock behind residents; who let
of ten minority scholarships was passed, and themselves in during late hours. Y
money was allocated to hire a part:timeblack !. Dean Earl Smith reported that the field
professor and to hire ah additional admissions house lobby security had been tightened.
off leer to enable Admissions to increase their Traffic into the building is being funneled
geographic coverage. Also discussed at the through one set of doors arid I.D.s are being
retreat was the state of fraternities at Colby , requested of all students and faculty, ; Y .
The Board agreed that an evaluation is
Finally; the possibility J of; a pamphlet for
necessary.' The IFC has agreed to draw up a women :\ was discussed.$.It ( would? include
, statement of standards by November,
emergency : procedures \.and a . list of
!A final note of interest to students, Dean
precautions which all women should be aware
.EJrnest/Marr ine'r was given the go-ahead by ofi'both jor
i cah.p_._ .a.rf^
Y
¦the board to publish "A Histo.y of Colby, Part
iyfwhich will cover the Strider ypare , ;
¦

Increa seln Stu^Furu ^^

The first Board of Trustees meeting of the
year was heldJast Friday. Although official
minutes of the meeting will not be ready for
release until . mid-November, student

Al M?f

Music Cenfer
"B'VBK Y W I NQ 'f N MVS1C"
,'¦ I72-3M2
99 Main St.
I.

i '

representatives Barb Neal and John Veilleux
report ithe following topics were included in
' - ., '
the agenda.
Money has been allocated for research into
Colby 's next development campaign. Of
maj or concern is increasing th eendqwnrnent,
a feasibility study, , of improving library
facilities and the possibility of considering
new dormitories,
Approval was given to installing smoke
detectors, in dormitories, arid ar study, of
sprinkler installation was strongly supported.
Another renovation was approved for present
dorms: the creation of three faculty apartments,
The Board granted a $5,000 increase to the
Student Association.
Also, $3,500 was
allocated for faculty reimbursement for
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Gannett Lecture

Misii^^^
by Beth Pniewski

V.G. Kiernan, Professor Emeritus at the
University of Edinburgh, gave a Guy P.

Professor Kiernan discussed pre-modern
and modern imperialism by using a wide
variety of examples such as the Romans, the
Aztecs, the Incas, India , China, and the

Gannett lecture entitled "Men, Imperialism,
y
and History"on Monday night.

writings of Karl Marx. He also cited women
as an example, "The psychological taboos of

Professor Roger Bowen of the Government
department introduced Kiernan and was
responsible for getting him to speak at Colby.
Professor Kiernan.came to Colby via Halifax,

imperialism must be looked at through the
subjugation of women by men." Professor
Kiernan called himself a "Eiirocentralist,"

Nova Scotia, where he spoke at a conference
on EH. Norman,, the Canadian diplomat.

meaning that he believes that Western
Europe was the "leading force of progress In
modern times." Eurocentralists also believe
modernization occurred in the *est of the

Professor Kiernan and Nprmain were
members of the same Communist Party cell
in the l930s.
.
Y ' >

world only because the Western Europeans
brought it there. Professor Kiernan em-

Kiernan started on a comical note by saying
what he thought of the Colby campus, "If I
was 30 or 40 or even 50 years younger, I might
want to settle down near here."

phasized that imperialistic aggression abroad
brought goods and money only to the wealthy
,_ .
class at home.

I have been greatly disappointed with the
progress made on issues like the credit hour
requirements. The fact that two students have
resigned, from the committee after having
served for over an entire semester is indicative of the frustration and constant sense
of getting nowhere that serving on EPC
(continued fro m page one)
brings. We ^ talk about important topics, but
As a result of the student referendum and never really do anything. If having an ECHO
the CSFC, which included in its recom- reporter at Committee meeting could
mendations a suggestion that Jan Plan carry possibly change this, I would have no ob3 credit hours, the EPC began a study of the jections."
credit hour system;
Y
Y
The ECHO'S request was turned" down by
But by March, two student members of tlie the Administrative Cbinrnittee. Three student
EPC resigned. From an ECHO article of April members; of the committee explained the
10, 1975, entitled "Students Resign Due to action in a March 27, 1975 Letter to the Editor
Frustration ": "Robin Dekker and Mike North of the ECHO, saying."It was believed that the
both were angered and dismayed by what presence of reporters would inhibit the free
they termed a dragging of feet by i|he com- and open exchange of ideas within the.committee, as well as what was described by Ms. mittee and cause a reluctance by members to
Dekker as a 'Can ybu top this? ' attitude on the make proposals to initiate discussions for fear
part of some of its members...Mike North of being quoted..."
Y
expressed his belief that 'the committee has
At the same time, " the EPC was still
dragged on its feet on many important issues,' debating the academic policy issue. Dean of
and added that 'personalities "and procedural Students Willard Wyman submitted a
points have often dominated the meetings of proposal to the committee in early March,
this committee'...Ms. Dekker has stated that with recommendations concerning college
the committee seems to * have 'no sense of requirements. The section entitled "Quanurgency ' and engages in what she terms tity " recommended that the course load be
'bureaucratic dilly-dallying'.;.In Robin lowered to 108, an alternative plan being ofDekker's words, 'The credit hour issue, took fering credit for Jan Plan. .
an amazingly longer time than it had to...it
In reaction, the Stu-A Task Force wrote in
took forever.' She said that the basic pattern the March 13, '75 ECHO : "The Task Force
for decision-making was one of weeks upon feels the Wyman proposal is insufficient in
weeks of indecision and fruitless debate meeting the college's needs for academic
followed by, a sudden decision forced 'by improvements. As the draft stands now, t h ere
whichever group outlasted its opponents. "
is little consideration given to the quantitative
Meariwhile, a parallel movement was results of the referendum and even less to the
initiated: the ECHO wanted to send reporters basic philosophical positioiis upon which the
to Committee meetings, Student EPC Task Force has based its stand. Realistically;
member Stev en Parks , in a March 13, 1975 th e to k en ch anges w hich Wyman suggests are
Letter to tl*Editor of »the ECHO, wrote , "The aboiit, as philosophically effective as food
CSFC statement has been before the com'
meal."
mittee now. for well over a year; perhaps coloring in a Seller's
closer to two^O' m not sure) , and only' nbw are
In April, the EPC produced a motion to the
we starting to closely examine it* ' As a faculty that the 120 credit hour requirement
mem b er bf the EPC, and I think I speak for all be reta ined, but that credit hours per course
the students on the committeewhen I say this, be upped from three to four. According to the

# Gommittefes

m£i>l»l.'.'.'.
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Gannett lecture given by Professor Kiernan Emeritus at the University of Edinbugh
Professor Kiernan concluded that "imperialism has had a bad record." He also

Jecturing. Eight' Of his books have been
published and five more have been commissioned. Professor Kiernan's wide variety
of interests are reflected in his books. His
books range in subject matter from imperialism in America to poems by Faiz
Ahmed Faiz, the Indian poet. He also
published articles on modern Asia, imperial
history, Latin America, Marxism, and
military history.

added that iriiperialism brought out the worst
in people.
Professor Kiernan taught history, at
Edinburgh" from 1948 to 1977. Since retiring,
he has dedicated his time to writing and
"Report from EPC to Faculty Meeting,"
April 23; 1975, "The Committee believes that
^
the proposed changes would allow for greater
intensity in learning ; rather than taking five
courses per semester for the typical load, a
student would take four courses. The changes
would maintain the flexibility of the credit
hour system, facilitate independent study,
allow for mini-courses, arid provide for
courses of variable credit hours. The primary
advantage bf these recommendations is that
the greater , strength of the Colby degree has
been maintained but
concentration is
¦ greater
,
afforded. "
At the Faculty Meeting, May 14, 1975, the
faculty voted down the motion that courses be
offered for four credits. According to the
minutes, "Professor L. Zukowski spoke in
some detail against the motion and was
supported by several others who questioned
ihe wisdom of decreasing offerings.
Arguments pro and con touched on -the
freedom of instructors to design their-own
classes, on what 'comparable' colleges
require, on faculty workload, on the need to
guarantee that decreased offerings would not
lead to a reduction in faculty, on student
workload and study, habits, arid on the
dangers of watered-down majors. The chief
point of disagreement, however, lay in the
standard arguments for depth over breadth or
vice-versa." ' :¦ ,¦ During that spring, a Student Input Seminar
was held in the living room of ATO. The role of
the student in the decision-making process at
Colby was discussed by President Strider,
Dean Wyman and about 100 students. Wyman
was quoted in the ECHO as saying :;¦"¦"¦
"First of all, Students are-very busy, they
gotta wor k, th ey gotta do lots of ass ignments ,
write lots of papers, do things that their
academic lives depend on. In doing those
things, t here is a lot more ch anc e to mak e
imaginative decisions; to live abstractly in a
rat her dramat ic wa y and y ou don 't find that
on committees.
"Secondly, by the time they figure out what
the committee's really doing, the committee 's '
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about to break up; a year has gone by and
that's a real hardship on students when
faculty members have been on those committees for a long time.
: Thirdly, the decisions that the students .take
part in, that are important , they rarely share
in when they're put into effect, they're usually
gone.
"With committees, you have a lot less
chance to do something dramatic and sort of
imaginative and that's why a lot of students
leave their committees and go back and work
in their fields, in Philosophy and English. You
can write arid do a lot more things with ideas
there that are succinct and to the point alone
than you can with a committee and that's just
true."
A responding editorial states: "First, the
effectiveness of our committee system is
seriously questioned. Presumably, committees were formed in their various areas so
as to bring together the points of view of
administration, faculty and students. By
calling committees essentially a waste of
student time, by rationalizing why .student
impact on committee decisions is generally so
slight, and expressing the belief that the
unique opportunity college supplies would be
much better served with academics rather
than sitting through the agonizingly slow
committee process, Wyman hinted at some
big questions concerning the ability of the
committee system to realistically represent
_he students..."
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dissidents and aiding US-originated isolated demonstrations. They have a direct
propaganda against Czechoslovakia. . Y
bearing on National Security."
year
old
included
43
The defendants
playwright Vaclav- Havel, government"critic
Discrimmatidn
Peter Uhl, 38, and Jiri Dienstbier',42,a former
TV -commentator They have reportedly
Monday the y federal government _ filed argued the group was not formally organized
Isra eli' Supreme ,Coiirt
charges against Sears, Roebuck & Company and tried only to correct legal errors in trials
in five cities. The world's largest retailer was of dissidents by constitutional means. .YY
charged with job .discrimination against
Rules Settlement Illegal
minorities and women. .
Y. Y The Equal Employment Opportunity
The Israeli Supreme Court ruled Tuesday
Commission brought the suits after breaking
that the seizure of Arab owned land in the
y
off 14 months of negotiations on an out-ofSeoul Government occupied West Bank was illegal. The decision
court settlement
was
a serious blow to the prestige of Prime
¦
-y
" Twenty percent of company-employees,
Arr^
Minister
Menachem Begin's government.
according to Sears statistics, are minorities.
Foreign
Minister Moshe DayanY had
Ten percent of "officials and managers".are
"effort to stop rioting the South
, on Monday, reportedly after
resigned
In
an
minorities, thirty-six percent are women.
disputing the Cabinet's decision to go ahead
Korean government arrested 2221 people in
r
with the settlement.
Seoul during the weekend.
The five member Supreme Court was
Six Czech Activists
President Park Chung Hee's government
unanimous in its decision that the settlement
ordered the actions after students last week
was not necessary for Israel's security. The
staged the worst riots against the government
On Trial
in 15years in PasanY
ideological right of Jews to settle in any part
Six activists for human rights went on trial
According to Premier Choi Kya-hah,
of the Biblical Land of Israel ,, tiiey said, did
in Prague Monday for forming a group to aid "Demonstrations in our country are not just
not justify the seizure of privatelaind;

SALT Amendmen t
Defeated . ,
Senate . Foreign
WASHINGTON-The
Relations Committe rejected a SALT II
amendment Tuesday. The amendment, which
would almost certainly force reopening
negotiations to limit American and Soviet
nuclear arsenals, was defeated in an eight to
seven vote
^
The proposal to amend the treaty to assert
the right of the -United States to match the
Soviet Union's strength¦¦ini heavy/missiles was
suggested- by Seriate RepubUcan Leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee. : Y '
-Most likely, the amendmentYwill be
proposed again when the treaty comes to the
Senate floor for desbate, pirobably-hext month.
The close vote could indicate problems for
administration hopes of keeping the treaty
free of amendments that would require¦
sending it back to the Soviets for discussion.

Shattack ToPerf or^
• Extrapolation of Shattuck's research is
conceivably significant. - Platinum compounds are . used as treatment for certain
cancers. However, there are numerous,
negative side-effects of this ; sort¦> : pi
chemotherapy: renal failure and nausea.
Shattuck has been studying. tbese; platinum
compounds for the past two years. Although
his work does not conceni. the clinical, application . of .; the platihjUmrbased .drugs,
"knowing their molecular;propertieis will help
in designing better¦¦ versions
that have no side
¦
effects/';Y :: * - ' : ¦;- ¦. . yy;Y; .y Y .;Y 0;/ YY' .:'¦

by Adam Bolonsky
Colby chemistry professor Thomas Shattuck has been awarded a $10,000 research
grant by the Petroleum Research Fund of the
American Chemical Society.
The funds will allow Shattuck to investigate
the compounds used' in the production of
hydrogen, a potential source of fuel. Intrinsic
to this hydrogen research are investigations
in chemotherapeutic drugs used to treat
leukemia and .te .ticular cancer.
Using what he describes as a "fancy
radio," Shattuck will be examining, with the
aid of Colby student research assistants, the
electronic structure of rhodium and
ruthenium complexes. Those compounds
function as catalysts in "the generation of
hydrogen from sunlight and water." If it is
discerned that the process has commercial
applications, the conversion of solar energy
into a "transportable , non-polluting and
abundant fuel" may be possible,
Shattuck will build a device known as a

spectrometer to conduct his research, to be

performed at Colby. The spectrometer will be
located in the Keyes Science building. Construction is slateid to begin this January.
Shattuck will be building the spectrometer
entirely on his ^wn , and expects to have it
completed sometime in the summer of 1980,
He admits that he could use"twice as much
money" for equipment and materials. He will,
however, be using a piece of scientific hardware th at less th an a dozen colleges and
universities in th e United States have seen
the likesof.
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.' ,'¦Colby Chemistry Professor Thomas Shattuck

Shattuck views the grant not only as a
purely scientific tool, with results to be
published in the professional journals, but
also as an opportunity to enrich th e
The spectrometer-will enable Shattuck to
The properties of the red waves absorbed educational opportunityat Colby.
distinguish and delineate the structures of
rhodium and ruthenium compounds , by, and reflected by the compounds concerning
i
examining the light frequencies they absorb Shattuck will give him clues to the very
chemistry
majors
Junior
should find the
and reflect. Both rhodium and ruthenium j monocular structures of the compounds. "My opportunity for hands on experience very
basic
goal,"
he said, "is to determine the attractive. The
complexes absorb and reflect 'ii 'ghtV
extent of a particular
frequencieswhich are located far in the infra-' . location of electrons in the platinum, student's commitment to the , research is
rhodium, and ruthenium compounds. ,If we
red end of the light spectrum, they are in"negotiable," according to Shattuck. "Part of
can
discover their distributions , we can the
visible to the naked eye and so far removed
value of this sort of grant is the inpredict quite a bit about the properties and
from human perception that they are borvolvement
bf students in basic research,"' he
reactivity of these verv useful compounds."
derline radio waves.
said. '
»
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Shattuck received his grant through < a
program designed especially for young'
professors who have recently begun research
in chemistryY Although the grant has been
given specifically to Professor Shattuck it is
being administered by Colby. The possibility
for student participation
in the experiments
is
¦.:. ' ¦¦>' ¦ Y
¦
:. '
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Shattuck's attempts to discover where the
electrons are located in the compoundsshould
reveal how the :elements comprising the
compounds are bonded. If the bonding is fully
understood, it can lead to research that will
better exploit the bonding interactions.
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If Alexande r
Only Knew.

..

by Karen Petersen
Colby this year, and that while they would
hate
to have to; pull out all the public
veiy serious: problem on campus this/ year.
te
l
e
ph
ones on campus , if the problems conDamage , especially tb extension phones;
tinue,
they will be forced to take action to
rise
in
living
quarters.
appears to be on the
protect
their property." This past fall the
According to Gloria Lancaster, Colby's
_
telephone
company did pull eighty phones out
.
.
bus iness mana ger , "there has already been
o
f
one
New
England school due to re peate d
more telephone vandalism this semester than
¦
incidente
of
vahdalism.
:r
there was all last year."
y ,
Strangel y enough , the rising vandal ism has
According to Mrs. Lancaster ''it costs oh die
thus f ar been more prom inent on g irls' fl oors
average about $50 every time a phone is
than ma les' in suc h dorms as Jo hnson ,
repaired." She added that in die first two
Marr iner , Champlin and Dana. Mrs. Lanweek s of school twelve major inc idents of
caster said she "believes or at least likes to
telephone vandalism occurred exclaiming one
believe that most of the damage has been
_ .-._ ¦
phone was even damaj ed twice
done by outsiders rather ' - than Colby
"
f
ice
an
d
t
h
e
Both the Colby business of
students ," adding that "it just does not make
telephone company are becoming insense that students would destroy their own
creasingly alarmed by the- frequency and
conveniences." '
this
year.
The
of
vandalism
Mrs. Lancaster reported that "signs, have
magnitude
been p oste d warn ing that vandalism is a
telephone company said that "Colby's re pair
federal offense." She hopes that student and
rate hais sky-rocketed sincelast year."
warnings are
company
Telephone
administrative awareness will help to bring
an end to the senseless , vandalism of
becoming - acute. They have now announced
eye
on
are
keeping
a
very
close
telephones occurring this year.
"that they

Tele phone vandalism is .f ast becoming a

Photo by Frank Howell

Photo by-Frank Howell

by Frank H owell
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(continued from pa ge one)
Living quarters, i.e., dormatories , are
exempted from the above regulations, but it is
recommended that a temperature of 68
degrees be maintained. Linn pointed out tha t
that could be difficult to do since all the furnaces for the dorms must constantly be "fired
up" and the only real control over the temperature in the individual room would be the
knobs on the radiators. Thus he urges
students to turn off the knobs if the room is too
warm instead of opening the windows. This
would reduce the pressure that the furnaces
would have to produceand therefore conserve
energy,
_ .
Another conservation tip that Linn offers is
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for students to avoid the excessive use of
electricity, during peak hours between 4:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. since the electric rates for
these times are considerably higher than
'usual. He especially urges students to refrain
from the use of the clothes driers during this
time since they use a great dealof electricity.
Both Palmer and Linn stressed that for
large parts of the conservation program to
work, th ere must be student cooperation
'
'
' '
"especially when tuition increases have been \'PS WlLL DO TiVING I N M Y ; H O M E
. Prices may vary - Reasonable
at the rate; they are at now." Of the various" Caiijanc Quattrucci ai the
factors that contribute to the tuition increases
*•
each year, the energy costs have been a major
Heal th Center or 872-8340
contributing factor on a percentage bqsis,
according to Pullen.
,
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We Weathere d The Storih
by Alison Jones

Next Monday, October 29, will mark the
50th anniversary of the stock market crash.
With headlines all over the U.-S. screaming
the stock market crash and lamenting the
ruin of countless individuals, I wonder how
Colby fared the worst economic disaster ever
to befall Wall Street and the ensuing long
years of world-wide depression.
Fearing the worst, I went digging through
some old issues of the ECHO, and I foundthat
life went on almost as though nothing
disasterous had happened. The headlines of
October 30, 1929, boast that "COLBY BEATS
BOWDOIN" (score 19-6) and no mention is
made of the crash..
While flipping through the issues, I got the
feeling that Colby was, typically and as
always, insulated from the "real world,"
especially when I read this from November
20, 1929 :
KDR Holds Novel Informal: Something
"new and entirely different" in the way of
college fraternity dances was held by Kappa
Delta Rho fraternity in their house on Elm
Street,. Saturday evening from 7:30 to 11
o'clock. The affair w^stermed a "Hobo Hop"
and the hobo idea was carried out throughout
the dance. The outfits worn by the "bums"
varied from sailor garbs to thug costumes and
the "bumesses" were similarly attired
although not to so great a degree of informality...
¦

'

And the country was headed for a depression?
But then I realized'that Colby life had to go on
as always, despite economic chaos, through
thick and thin (trite, but true), and for better
or for worse (seems like there's always more
worse than better...). --*¦
Student life may have been different in
some ways, but it was the same, too. Students
had the same sense bf humor and love of
practical jokes. I found the following announcement made by Dean Marriner on
January 25, 1933 :
Some one...posted a notice stating that
certain mid-year examinations would be
postponed indefinitely. If that notice were
heeded, it would lead to disaster for many
students, because their examinations would
be marked zero. ALL EXAMINATIONS WILL
BE HELD ACCORDING TO SCHEDULE.
Well it was worth a try!!
"
What about faculty-student relations?
Professor • Libby, Department of Public
¦¦<" '
Speaking, has this to say :
"...come in closer contact with your instructors. We're not simply ornaments. If the
value of the small college rests in anything, it
is in the close relations that should exist
between student and teacher; Talk your plans
and hopes over with us.
I guess some things never change?
Efforts were made to assist students in
financial trouble and also to help unemployed
graduates. On September 28, 1932, 1found that
the president of the college states that he
realized that "hard earned savings have been

:
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In 1930, the decision to move the Colby
campus from downtown to its place on the hill
was made. How could the Colby Trustees have
made such a decision in the midst of a
depression? How was Colby affected by the
Great Crash and the ensuing depression?
It seems that Colby's investments were not
seriously affected by the Crash quite simply
because Colby didn't have enough invested to
lose a large amount, according to Dean
Marriner, Historian of Colby College. Colby
finances were well conducted by Dr. George
Averiil, Waterville's wealthiest man who
"knew when to sell quick before the bottom
came!"
/ Under the leadership of a newly selected
president, Franklin Johnson, Colby began to
build the shells of several buildings, beginning
in 1937 and continuing through the war until
1952 when the move was completed. Students
in the '30's, then, were never really on the Hill
— their campus was downtown (across from
Burger King, stretching from College Avenue
to the river.) The president's house and a
women's dormitory were located where the
Post Office stands today.
Most students at that time were from Maine
and, ; of course, Massachusetts. A good
number of students were from Aroostook
County, and Dean Marriner guesses that the
financial ability of many of those from up
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One of the saddest effects of continued
unemploynfient is the sapping of the ambition
and self-respect of persons who are forced to
spend their time in unproductive loafing.
Colby College is endeavoring to provide those
of our graduates who may be in this situation
with an opportunity to use their leisure in a
constructive way, thus preserving their moral
as (sic) making them better fitted to take
their places in the world When they do find
openings.
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drawn upon and homes mortgaged to enable
some of you to have mis year in college." The
following yeair, "free tuition was given to all
unemployed graduates who desire to do
graduate work at Colby," Graduates can take
any course except . those already overcrowded. Partial credit may be applied
toward a higher degree.
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Thursday, October 25, 1979
north wias directly correlated with the price of
potatoes! The campus usuaUy had sorn^ne ,
who had graduated from Bangor Theological
Seminary and needed a college:degree for
ordination into the ministry; ; }Y forY^
financial , .
Very few student^ left^Colby
reasons during the year — there was financial
aid available to see students through the rest
of the year; but often there.wCre drop-outs at ?
the end of .the academic year: .Many students .
left, school because: they ; were i heeded; for '.
work. Often, thesepeople returned four or five
years later to complete their .^education.
Enrollment did not drop during the depressiph
— Colby had ¦at least
w 600 students throughout
the '30's.Yy ¦¦ ' ¦:;-\ " .. . y ^ :,' T>.V'V . ^. , Y;y - Y.;. ' ' .:
Many students worked, even though the
percentage of students working is higher now,
due ' to' campus jobs, in part. Most .students
working then held jobs downtown.^Usually
they were employed by stores as clerks or
janitors, or by restaurants i or hotels as ;
waiters. There was no dining hall on campus
for the men, so they usually would belong to
"dining clubs" in town which were operated
by wornen in their home for 20^30 men ; and
often board was exchanged for work done by
the studerits.
- .- " ' Y
As for the female students, though, only a *¦
very few worked off-campus. Women had to
receive special permissionto work downtown.
Those that! did work in Waterville usually
worked in the home of a relative or friend.
Otherwise, women worked in the dining hall
for those on campus.
-,. Waterville itself was in pretty good shape ¦
during the Depression years. The Federal
Bank ' (still open for .business) was closed for
only 3 days in 1933 during the bankers'
holiday. The Ticonic Bank, however, where
Colby's funds were, did not fare as Well. The
Ticonic Bank never reopened; and Colby
employees had to wait a few. weeks for their
pay. And there is a.story of large losses to a
Colby professor. Julian Taylor, a Latin
professor ( who, incidentally, holds the record '
for teaching the longest anywhere in the U.S.
with 63 years of continuous service) had long '
been on the Board of Directors of the Ticonic
Bank and was a shrewd investor. He made
arrangements to have a large gift granted to
Colby in his will, estimated at about $250,000,
At his death, it was found that he had invented
in Florida land — a fraud scheme -- that was
underwater arid he also had investments in
Minnesota that were hit badly, so that upon
settlement of the estate, Colby received well
under $50,000;;
Y
On the whole, though, Colby fared the storm
well. In fact , Colby is the only college in New
England that didn't reduce faculty salaries
during; the rrdepression.yNo additions were ,
made to the faculty¦ and a few retirements
were left unreplaced; but no ' one was l<bt go;
Colby was endowed with several good
professors j. especially one Webster Chester
who, thanks to His excellent instruction, gave
Colby a good record of having chemistry and
^ biology students go on to .gra duate school, a
very uncommon phenomena in those daysY r .
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byLisa Ober
Jul Benedict won nrst place in dotspntting
Who are ; those people swinging their, axes
among
, women woodsmen. ^According to
early every weekday morning? They 'are
in
dotsplittirig a round dot painted on a
Ernst,
members Of Colby's Woodsmen team, and
_ :;
log
must
be
cut into quarters.
•
"
Monday through Friday, from about 6-7 a.m.
position for
place
first
Mairy
Ernst
took
a
they practice "sawing, chopping, felling, and
that this
She
explains
throw.
women
in
the
ax
other • woody activities," according to Mary 20
target
an
ax
at
a
throwing
eyeht
involvK
Ernst, an active Woodsmen.y y " v
,
feet
away
Y
The men's Woodsmen team goes back to the
Bill Orr and Al Danz came in fourth in speed
early forties, while a_wbm_n's team has only
which is a timed event involving the
chopping,
been competing for the past five years. This
chopping
of
two logs into two pieces each.
year 's team, captained by Bill Orr , consists of
Ernst
says
that-about 150 people were at this
approximately fifteenpeople.
thirty teams: AH these
comprising
meet,
Ernst explains that nO one instructor
and some came
school-associated,
teams
are
teaches the various Wbpdsmeriskills; rather, _
or Canada.
York
from
as
far
away
as
New
"everyone teaches what - they know." She
felling and
meet
was
Another
event
at
the
adds, "it is a yery relaxed atmosphere."
chopped
a
tree
is
twitching.
In
this
event,
The Colby Woodsmen participate in three
and the
of
-a
team,
members,
down
by
two
meets, a year: these are fall , winter, and
a rope
wrap
,
of
the
team
other
four
members
spring contests. The fall meet was held last
tree
and
run
with
it
past a
felled
around
the
Saturday, October- 20, at Eredericktoh, :New
,
;
away
thirtyfeet
.
line
about
¦
'
Y'
'
VY
.
Brunswick..' Y
- -'• Y
Various sawing events, including the one
Colby Woodsmen who participated at the
person
saw, and the -traditional two-person
meet were Al Danz, Jack Kleinman,-Dennis
saw
were
part of this past week-end's meet.
Marshall, Dave Wright, Steve Stems, Don
According
to Ernst, the winter meet will be
Ulin, Sandy Watley, Sue Mann, Tina Andrews,
at Montreal, while this year's Spring meet
Mary Ernst, Sue Miller, Bill Orr, and Jill
will be held at Dartmouth. The Spring meet in
Benedict.
; ' ' " ¦;' ¦ ¦
1982 will be held at Colby, Y • > .
teams
three
These people weredivided into
¦¦
ot six people each; a student men's team, a '¦- Ernst explains that anyone can , be a
Woodsman " - no experience is required.
team consisting of Colby male students and
Attendance is not mandatory at every moralumni, and a worneh's team.y ': ning's practice - and for people who can't
The Colby teams "did well oh a few things
function
in the early morning, afternoon
at the meet," explains Ernst; The B-team,> the
practices
are
possible.
alumni
and
,
lessexperienced team of students
Y
.
Ernst stresses that women can do just as
won first place over all the hi pulp toss..
well as men at Woodsmen activities: she
Ernst "says that i_. pulp toss":. consists of
explains that "it makes you feel really good to
throwing logs back and forth between two
know you can do it."
stakes. The six-member team is divided, with
Ernst urges anyone interested in joining the
three members on each side of two stakes.
"
Woodsmen
team to speak to her, or other
between
the
two
They try to throw four logs
team members. She.adds,
stakes a total of 48 times, in a minimum
¦ ¦ "it's a really good
time."
Y • 'Y - -;.
amoun t of time. :
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by Lisa Bailee
ticular issue about which they felt strongly.
"From
Obscurity - to
Oblivion:
The number of people who ran because they
Congressional Primary Candidates in 1978"
thought they could win was much smaller.
was the topic of a presentation given by Sandy
Maisel described three different portraits of
Maisel, a government professor who was a
candidates. First was the serious candidates
candidate in the Democratic Congressional
who knew the issues, spent a lot of money, had
Primary in the first district of Maine in 1978,
a good organization and who sometimes won.
at a Faculty Colloquium held on October 17 in
the Robinson Room of Miller Library. Second was the issue-oriented candidate who
ran simply to advertise his-her cause. Third
Maisel's presentation concerned an ongoing
was the- "naive, simplistic, money-waster"
research project in which he hopes to
who enters the race with the often ill-founded
determine the nature of challenges to
belief that they will win.
Congressional incumbents: the types of
Maisel called for stronger demonstrations
people who run, their reasons for running, and
of popular support for candidates before they
the cumulative effects of their candidacies on
begin "muddying the political waters." This
the American political systems.
support would be especially essential if public
Though many people declare an active
financing of Congressional elections becomes
candidacy
incumbent
.against ,
.
a reality.
Cdngresspersons^few are successful in their
When asked to evaluate their experiences in
attempts. Given a slim chance for victory,
retrospect, these candidates gave two kinds of
Maisel asked, why do people continue to
responses. Some felt that the race was
expend large amounts of money, time and
"tOugh, but a good experience. " Others felt
other personal resources.
that while they "felt rotten," they knew the
In a poll conducted among both winning and
"people working with them felt worse." Most
losing challengers in the 1978 Congressional
candidates were not sorry they entered, but
Primaries, most people said that'their main
reason for running was to advance a oar- also were not sorry they did not win.
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Shakespeare In Music & Dance
1

w

by Liz Shackford

McKeel McBride

Poetry Tonight:

•

Y

9
"No Oj -dniary Poems'
manner of sharp things.' Ms. McBride stitches an exotic world; the climate is both
tropical and snow filled, and when it rains this
poet carries an umbrella 'the color of pale
sherry.'' while other people's umbrellas bloom
'like black morning glories on the polished
street.' It is imagination that sets her iapart
from the ordinary. These are no ordinary,
poems!' .
,' "

McKeel McBride, author of No Ordinary
will read from her poems on Thursday October 25 at 8p.m. in the Robinson
Roomof the library. Admission is free.
Ms. McBride was born in Pittsburgh, Pa. in
1950 and attended Mills College, and Indiana
University vvhere she studied creative writing
under Samuel Yellen. She has been in
residence at the MacDowell Colony, and has
received a Radcliffe Institute Fellowship and
a National Endowment for the Arts
Fellowship. Her A Change in /Weather,
Chowder Chapbooks, appeared~ih 1979. She
has published poems in numerous magazines
including American Review, Georgia Review,
Kayak, Poetry Northwest, and Three Rivers
Poetry Journal. . She now teaches at the
University of New Hampshire.
Poet Jane Shore says of Ms. McBride's
poems: 'I read McKeel McBride's poems
always with a pen in hand, knowing I'll want
to jot down what I find there-their music and
stunning language. Sewing metaphors
abound, but this poet is more than a good
seamstress and good crafter; the multiplicity
of .what initially dazzles gives way to the
poems' more menacing undercurrents. The
poems are honed and hard, reminding us that,
•The bones of the dead shine like hooks
through the transparent earth.' Like the knife
th rower's wife, we too are surrounded by, 'all
W orld ,

"The Knife-Thrower 's Wife "
by McKeel McBride
The knife-thrower 's wife stands
stranded in danger 's glittery geography. .
A paper heart is pinned in sequin
to her breast. She would be afraid
if she could see her husband caress
each knife , mouth her name before aiming
But the spot-light sews her eyes shut.
"Slut , "he says to himself, "you whore. "
Now she bears them coming, a sound
like bees, a sound of bullets. She
wonders if there is a war somewhere. '
Applause. A beld-breath pause. .
He places his blindfold carefull y. He aims
as close to her heart as he can. And then
his over. She steps forwdrd, sees
Y
her silhouette set out by ice-pick , . ; "
svoord, all manner of sharp things. She :
joins bands •with her husband. They bow.
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She sees be loves his knives more than
he loves life: his, hers . it doesn 't. matter .
This is what makes her take her place
again and again, glad for the knives
that need her , that wait to surround her
like a crowd of adoring suitors.
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On Saturday evening, October 27th, at 8:00 "fall. Because of the interest of the Colby
p.m. in Strider Theatre', a unique program Women's Group to sponsor the program the
featuring music and dance based on literature full program will be given in Strider Theatre.
of William Shakespeare will be presented. Dr. ' In addition to the Chamber Suite emAdel Heinrich of the Music Department is the ' phasizing Shakespearean Women scored for
composer of the music, and .Prof. Tina Mit- two flutes, violin, piccolo, piano, two singers,
chell-Wentzel has choreographed these and modern dance, three premieres of new
works will be performed. Five Sonnets for
original works.
The program originated through Spectra I Narrator and Violin; a Duologue on Romeo
which was held last year, emphasizing women and Juliet, scored for two flutes and violin,
in the creative rarts. At . that time. Prof. and modern dance; - a yDrarriaticy Banquet
Heinrich's music was featured, with almost emphasizing Shakespearean men, scored by
two hours of her music included. Spectra I Trumpet, two .lutes, piccolo, snare drum,
was sponsored by Westbrook College and the piano, and modern dance, will be performed,
National Endowment for the Arts, with Maine - with the music written by Prof. Heinrich, and
being the first state to have such a program. original choreography by Prof. MitchellSuite
emphasizing Wentzel. ' .
The . Chamber
_ - ... ,.
Shakespearean Women was premiered ctt the
The Colby Dancers will perform , as well as
Festival opening of Spectra I, with music by soloists Bette Smith and Darlene Rowland,
Prof. Heinrich and original choreography by narrator Mark Dentrement , and inProf. Mitchell-Wentzell.
strumentalists from the student body and
Since all participants enjoyed the program community, including Jean Rosenblum
so much, it was suggested an expanded Elizabeth Yanagihara , Donna Sawyer , Jillian
program might be given at Colby College this Shaffer, and others.'
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Dancers in rehearsal

Photo by Christin Chamberlain
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Distincti ve Theatre
by Becky Rogers
On Upperclass Parents;•': weekendY Performing Ajts prwented The Firebugs ,by Max
Frisch. Written in the 1950's, the play is about
two arsonists' who s$t : fire to the home of a
bourgeois liair-tonicmanufacturer. Although
The Firebugs Has been described by Frisch as
"a learn ing play without a lesson ,'^ if!could
also be inter pr eted as a ;pollticaUy;skeptical
view of the German peoples
hP ^acceptance
'^-^^-^of¦
Facismiy. 'a 'Av."y ' y ^A ^ ^
':
4 Mr; ; Bi&ermari^ ;the;^m
symbolic of th ose Germans wh o were aware
of Nazi dtrocitieis yet turned their heads the
other way. ; He (Bieder man); tolerates the
take-over of'hia hqiisehpld by the arsonists
an d even treats" tiiem cordially, aga i nst hi s
own better judgement and the entreaties of
his family; - At*tho : chdybf theyplay,/ the
destruct ion of his h omo su ggests on a larger
scale the moral degeneration of a people
afraid and too self-satisfied to resist Facist
, -Mithprity. '. , ' v;j ;-: ' Y ;'Y< .. -Aa a aAAa ' -AA y ¦;"[ ¦ .
^
The political message of this play; hpiyeyer,
,
is only implied ' The audience is not expected
to catch any profound meaning, but rather to
accept Frlsch's explanation ,pf : a : f-'lbarning
play 1;' ich;.cpmbhieai elemcmts ' of: faritpsy
^ ;v witti>; a a parable-like;^ of teeth ;
and v reality

Richard Sey/eH's production bffectively ' un- :
derscbredrbp^the ^real" and ^imagined' ¦!•! . . .
elements, pf;this{cM
an
at times suirwalistic^crea ted
atmosphere ;
of;fantasy, yet tte^
thpseydf the BiPdermahs' ahd jthe arsonists, - * i
coiivpy^
values I
swtialfoUiepibtl>:;:yYY' ' - - ' YY ' ' ' . Y'v -a A¦¦".. ¦¦
:^^^^ ;vv v ^y : ;^:.v :\;>:S..^^--:^.- :^^ ' v; ¦¦¦'i' .. -i- . '^ ^^ ¦ - . .- l; '¦'•' ¦?¦'< "
Rich Schiwertner andttelAie Falntbn , as Mrl^
an d Mrs.v Bip(jermah iwere exbellent as the'!":,'
sti^y and"hpt-tob:bright bourgeosie con- Y .
fron ted with the cleverly, scheming: firehugs i
( also effectively played by Haluk Nura. andf Y
Scott Spphiis.) -The fantastical (and Hilarious)! Y
antics of the !firemen (Peter / Godspe; Peter ! '"¦;'.
Asher, ! David! SHverhleit and David! Wor-Y!
cestor), added a¦ strong farcical element to thea i
production. ¦' . '. ;,,«, ' , : .'., '!• :, iMhaA^vVA '^ ' ' ,
The lighting and soft, sad Wassiical music V
further • cbntribiitedYto>!tho !:l curious !.juxYi ;,
tappsition of realism'and fantasy which made '?
th is';play :distinctive^ Oh ;!thb* wlible, ^Tlvo ,'!!^")
Firtsllugp wasastrahge theatrical experience;! ;! ,
asi lt!wasymbarit!tb-bei!!!an'interesting ';bx ;y v;
perimbntythe j likes; of which should
be?cbnfY>!
tihtied $$ Performing Ar ts. ami ¦Powder arid %r-:
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Renowned Organist

The Battle Of Mother Courage
by Becky Peters
next act? Such "breaks"between scenes are
more uncomfortable for
The performance this last weekend ypf
¦ an: audience "than
Brecht!s Mother Courage ; _#as;Yin fact, uninterruptedaction. ;.;
courageous: the difficulty Uesin determming
The other prominent embarrassmentto the
whordeserves^^ cbnnuhendation-the players or play-its less than adequate singing-cannotbe
the audience. Perhaps!the answer is~bbth.
as readily condemned. Granted, occasionally
Certain elements in this ^production were as some notes were tortuous; but then the only
grating as is chalk upon a blackboard. It was clues as to pitch providedfor the singers were
a Three Hours'^ rwt Thirty^ Years' War: ! a
the occasional strums of a siiigle guitarYFor
power strugglebetween moments of effective
most, these were all that werenecessary. But
drarna and spots of sheer tediumY
for a few, !the!,coire«t: pitch
Oddly enough, what detracted most from
shrouded in mystery. In addition, tihe words
the play 's siiccess: was not ithe drama itself, were often_ unintelligible to thei audience, ai
but rthe- pauses in: between.YAfter all, is it fatal state of affairs in a play whose songs
really necessary tor yds to learn from the contain all-importantmessages.
narrator the ystart__injg^ fact ;that ; Mother
It __ interesting to speculateas.to what this
moduction of Mother Courage would have
Courage is to lose four anny shirts in the

. - C- y Y .' Yi

¦
¦
. ¦• "' ¦•;! Actingput ibetr end of the battle . ' . - Pho to by Penny.Janzen
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A selection of art works from Colby's
permanent art collection will be on exhibit in
the Jette Gallery beginning Monday, October
29. The exhibit, consisting of fifty paintings
and watercolors and four pieces of sculpture,
f eatures the works'Sot celebrated artists including Winslow Homer and John Marin.
From September 25 tb October 25the pieces
selected by Mr. and Mrs. RoyDavis, were on
exhibit in the payis ^and Long Company
/Gallery at 746 Madispp!Avenue, New York.
The selectionvwas available to the public for
the duration of its stay except for the benefit
preview held the first night of the exhibit., On
October 10 tWe gallery held an open house for
the New York area Colby alumni at - which
Hugh J. Gpurley III, director (of; the! Colby!
College Museum of Art, informed the alumni
' !;Y
of the museum'& latest activitiesi.{ .,!' :
Although there was rib review done on these
selected;works,!The New^ Yorker Mnrote!:that
the Exhibit^ "includes a wejj lth bf .i^tle^khowri
Homers and Marins , and first-ratesamplesof
many other .leading! American 'artists,
past
¦
and present?'a- ' a "' - Y-y .'Yy S.y. ':;;¦. -Y!Y- !Y';:
.4T he New York , exhibition !gave ;the Colby
College
.'Museum of Art greater exposure, ah^t
v nnde available to
New York residents works
of; aj-t to!which they do not normally ;have
access. Thejbxhibjt has!returned!tp the Jette
Gallpryi'for.tho enjoyment of tho comrhuhity!-'
thd '' museumY ^
Saturday 10-is.; i-4.30.; ioirid Sundays ^:30.' !t

Pfc_.otOgra^

Tliroiigh^

by Penny Janzen

\ Photo by Penny J anzen
been like without its music. Bridget
Callahan's portrayal cf Mother Courage was
sensitive to both sides of her character : the
cynical and the affectionate. Bridget as
Mother notes, with just the right touch of
hardened nonchalance, that her - youngest,
Katrina, "...is nothing. But at least she
doesn't talk-we-must be thankful for small
mercies." On the other hand, the play's most
touching moment was when Mother Courage
learns that her son, Swiss Cheese, is to die;
Mother sits down and sighs out "I believe I've
haggled too long."
. Peter Asher as the Cook, and David Condon
as the Chaplain, both turned in solid performances. Their rivalry for Mother's favor
was convincing to the point that, as the Cook
gets his come-uppance and the Chaplain
savors his defeat ( "Our sermon for today
is...The Mills of God. Grind Slowly"), the
audience actually cheered. Swiss Cheese
(Walter Judge) -was also convincing; unfortunately, Swiss Cheese dies early-on in the
play's action.
If Mother Courage seemed endless, it is at
least partly because Brecht intended for it to
seem so-to get across the unending Thirty
Years' War. But Brecht's intention was lent
uncalled for reinforcement in this production.
The war between the ludicrous and the worthy
aspects _ of Mother Courage remains
unresolved.

participants. Using a Nikon camera and a
fifty-year-old, twin lens reflex camera which
had belon ged to. her grandmother, Cathie
recorded her impressions of Hong Kong,
Canton, Shanghai, Wuxi, Hofei , and Peking.
Pleased, at finding no restrictions on
photographing, Cathie , captured on film
impressive . simplicity, . unobstructed by
anything "excessive or gaudy;'.' the simplicity was ah attribute she found characteristic of tlie country. She delighted in the
relaxed receptiveness of the people to the
group of tourists, and happily noted that the
only traffic jams consisted of bicycles or
pedestrians.
Unique impressions of the Chinese people
and their culture have been captured on film;
See the photographs how through December
in the Robinson Room of Miller.
>
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As a special extension to Halloween
Weekend, there . will be a Ghost Story
Reading, Halloween night, October 31 at 8:00
in Smith Lounge, Runnals. Members of the
English department are telling the stories.
Poe, Hawthorne and Washington Irving will
be among those read. Admission is free , and
hot cider and mulled wine will be served.
Bring a friend ; you may not want to walk
homealone.
!

The International Relations Club-Cultural
Life will present An Evening of Chinese Opera
by the Peking Opera Company of New York.'
There will . be one show only at 8:40 pm,
Saturday, Nov. 17,. 1979 in Strider Theater.
Tickets will go on sale at the Student
Activities Office starting Monday, Oct. 29.

mmmmm '.A .t '.

Tonight, Thursday the 25th, at 8pm in Given
Auditorium , the Colby Music Department will
present a recital, featuring Louis Hall (UMO
Music Faculty) on oboe, assisted by Kathryn
Foley, piano, and Susan Heath, flute, The
program will include works by Templeton,
Wolf-Ferrari , Jacob, and Bitsch.
Friday night, Stu-A presents the Academy
Award winning adaptation of the Dickens
novel Oliver, with Ron Moody and Oliver
Reed. Two showings', 7:00 and 9:30 - $1.00 in
Lovejoy.
See the Halloween weekend schedule for
more films being shown all day Saturday.
Halloween Evening - Stu-A will show Night
of the Living Dead - one of the best horror
films of all times - same times, same low
price.
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Announcement s

by AnncPlianeuf

A visit to the People s Republic of China is a
special experience few people will ever have
the opportunity to enjoy. Colby, However, is
fortunate to have a taste of the Chinese way bf
life through the photographs of senior,
¦ ' ,' Cathie
, - ,.. .
Marqusee.
, ,.. _ ,. . .
*
Cathie spent three weeks of the summer
capturing the Chinese culture through her
photographs.
Thirty black and white
photographsof thePebple's Republic of China
will be on exhibit in the Robinson Room of
Miller ' Library until the beginning¦ of Jan
¦
¦¦
Plan. -' ' : '";! • /. -' YY' ' .¦ -Y 'Y
• ¦"'Y- " ' :
An Art and English major, Cathie joined
sixteen other enthusiasts on the trip, including
Professor Lee Feigon. Colby students,
alumni, friends of . Colby College and residents
of Waterville an d Lewiston were among th e
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Organist Douglas Rafter, A.A.G.O., will be
p. erforming at Colby this Sunday, October
28th. The recital will be held at 4:00 in the
Lorimer Chapel.
..Raf ter; a native of Wilmington, Vermont is
the organist and choirmaster of the Immanuel
^Baptist Church, Muncipal Organist for the
bity of Portland, and a member of the Portland Symphony Orchestra. In 1971he joined
theJaculty of the school of Applied Music at
the University of Maine Portland-Gorham
wherehe teaches organ, piano, and harmony.
; A student of such noted organ masters as
Dr. ; John Hermann Loud, Dr. T. Tertrius
Noble, Dr. Norman Coke-jephcott and
Frederich Bried, Mr. Rafter was the youngest
New Englander to pass the degree
examinations of the American Guild of
Organists (A.A.G.O!). He has performed
nearly 1000 concerts in the eastern United
States and Canada and has dedicated more
than 150 organs — more than any other New
England organist.
Sunday 's recital will include works by
Joseph Bonnet, Handel, Bach, Robert
Schumann, Alexandre Guilmarit, Carl
McKinley, Franz Liszt, ajid a piece by Gordon
Young entitled "Three Mystical Moments"
which is dedicated to Mr. Rafter.
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Pratt Scores. Winner

Soccer Truinipg __ii O.T.

by David Strage
soccer continued throughout the first half and
Bouncing back from a disappointing 2-0 loss for the rest of the game.
to highly touted Thomas College last week,
Three minutes into the second half , Dan
the Colby Mules defeated the previously Roy sped by a defender one-on-one, and
unbeaten University of Southern Maine 2-1 in unleashed a vicious. shot that squeaked betovertime this past Saturday.
ween the legs of- the U.S.M. goalie for the
Homecoming weekend was the ideal equalizing goal. The score remained tied for
weekend for this remarkable victory. Before the rest of the ma.ch with Colby playing some
a crowd of more than 500 enthusiastic Colby very positive and constructive soccer. There
supporters, the Mules played one of their most was a lot of rough tackling but that was hardly
spectacular games of the season. Knowing surprising considering the importance of the
that any chance of making this year 's ECAC game. U.S.M. was previously unbeaten in
playoffs would necessitate winning the final eleven outings and Colby was concentrating
three games of the season, all the players all their efforts and energies on this one
realized the importance of this game. As match.- .¦ ' ¦ " ' . - "
Elliot Pratt pointed out, "...we were playing
At the end of regulation time, Colby was sp
to win." ' . • ,
fired up that they were able to maintain their
U.S.M. scored the first goal after about 30 high level of play throughout both overtime
minutes of the first half. Most of the early periods. Said Pratt, "There Was no way
pressure, however, ca!mefrom Colby and they anyone on the team was going to settle for a
were unlucky not to score on several oc- tie. We wanted to win." Colby ?s determination
casions. The goal didn't dampen Colby's paid off seven minutes into the first overtime
enthusiasm, and their attacking flowing period as Dan Roy crossed the ball from the

Hilary Laraba battling for the ball.

xossm*

FAIRFIELD, ME.—Although we've b een
bavins warm weather lately, >ve all know that
it's going to be another cold Maine winter.
With the energy crunch, we'll all be wearing
extra sweaters and extra blankets. Joseph's
of.Fairfield has a new idea for those cold
winter nights whether you're studying or just
watching TV. They're called Snug Sacks and they 're only $19.95, You could even try
them while you're cheering on the Colby
Mules from the stands.
For everyday wear, Joseph's has Dickey
brand chinos in all colors and sizes - and at
really reasonable prices! For the jogger ,
Joseph's has a complete line of top name
running shoes-not to mention sweatsuits! ,
A full line of CCM, Cooper and other
famous-name hockey equipment - skates,
protective equ ipment , sticks— y6u name it,
Joseph's has it! (And the skates are on sale!)
So hurry on down to Joseph's of Fairfield.
Colby students receive a 10 percent discount
on all .merchandise.
This is a paid advertisement.

Photo by Sara Robinson

Leading scorer Tom Betro in top f orm,

photo by Katy Spencer

right wing into the penalty, area wherb Howie
Emmons' shot hit the crossbar. The ball
popped up into the air and Pratt's eagerness
to score paid off when his follow-up header hit
the back of the net, giving himself a welt
deserved birthday present.
If Colby can be as fired ujr for their
remaining two games of the season (the first
against Bates and the last one against MIT) ,

they can end the season with an overall record
of 8-3t1. What are their chances of being
selected for ,a playoff berth? Well, they're
probably just a little better than 50-50, but
there are many teams with superior records.
Two wins are essential and the first of those
two games is this afternoon .here at Colby
against Bates. Help the Mules get fired. They
need your support.

NettersIn New Englaiidsss
by Andy Goode
This past weekend the Women's Tennis
team traveled to Amherst for the annual New
England Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament.
The team played very well and placed
twentieth out ' of the. 64 competing teams.
Colby was represented in singles by its
number one and two standouts, Maura
Shaughnessy and Brigid McCarthy. In
doubles Colby sent the teams of Mo FlintMartha Oaks and Bev Nalbandian-Lilla
Duffy.
in the first round, Colby's Maura
Shaughnessy was defeated by Springfield's
Kim Bemiller 7-6, 6-2. She rebounded in the
consolation round to defeat Connie Meagan of
Northeastern, Paula Hebert of Providence
College, and Mara Rogers of Brown before
finally losing to Joanna Sleeper of Boston
University.
Brigid McCarthy had the unfortunate luck
of drawing the number one seed, Tina Bougas
from Harvard in the first round. Brigid lost in
straight sets 6-1, 6-i.She then came back very
strong, defeating Kathy Lynch of Boston
College, Gail Awad of Smith College, 'Jane

Goodwin of the University of Rhode Island,
and Pam Cohen fromthe University of Maine,
before falling to Kim Bemiller of Springfield.
The doubles team of Mo Flint and Martha
Oaks played very well in reaching the fourth
round. They first defeated Lester-Chursciel of
Central Connecticut State College 6-l; 6-i. In
the second round they defeated FeldrnanGoichman of Brandeis 6-3, 1-6, 6-1. They won
again in the third round over Wellesley's
Hihchcliffe-Shader 7-6, 64 and then lost tb
Gr,oss-MilIer, the seventh seeds from Tufts, 63, 6-1. In consolation they defeated MahanShetzley from the University of Rhode Island
before losing to the team of nodal-Phillips
from Smith College. Colby 's other doubles
team of Bev Nalbandian and Lilla Duffy lost
in the first round to Marris-Higgs of Williams,
then were defeated in the consolation round .
• Earlier in the week, the netters lost their
second match of the year to a strong
University of ^ew Hampshire squad. The 7-2
loss now brings the Mules record to 6-2 on the
season and places the women in good shape
for the state tourney, which they will host
tomorrow and Saturday.

H ockey Seeded Secondln M duJi i ^y
The hockey team opened their week with a
routing 8-0 victory over Nasson on Wednesday, the 17th. The Mules had 27 shots on
goal, working the ball downfield with relative
ease through the Nasson defense, \
In the first half Colby had five goals; Sue
Meyer had 2 with , an assist from Wendy
Rundstadler, Nancy Chapin had two spectacular back-to-back unassisted . goals,, and
Leah yMahcr had one. ,Iny the second half
Maher had three more goals with assists!by
Meyer and Hartzcll. ¦S'- i iYY: ::' YY : ¦!;; .!' '
THe'rvi;cMry"'S€t . Cblbjy -.u i>^for!!;a''big ' game
against' Ul; Maine Presque Isle on Friday.
With' tournament seeds in mirid, UM^I yvos up
for a win, but Colby pulled it out in the second
half 2-1.
The first , half saw Colby dominating,' but
UMPI scored on a breakaway leaving Colby
behind 1-0 at the half. Undaunted, the Mules
came out strong and continued to dominate.
With .only 17 minutes left,in the half Leah
Maher worked the ball downfield, dodging
three UMPI players iofeed the ball to Meyer.
: ¦ > > .• , A r ,f > * .): ¦ ,<: '.:. '..-,;;,: i'."9 ,; '•;.' 'i,„t .. V i . JU '<> '¦< ¦*» . . - I..',",.', .„...' '
' •

by Carol Sly ' " ¦
Mey er pl aced a h ar d sh ot to the corner of th e
goal to tie the game.
-Another offensive attack and lots of hustle
left the UMPI goalie on the ground, trapping
the ball, in her pads. The one-on-one penalty
stroke was taken for Colby by Leah Maher.
Her dependable flick went high ir.tbthe net for
the winning goal.
Y
v
Goalie Bunnell had five saves for the Mules,
the UMPI goalie had 15, Noted! for their fine
performances were Jane Hartzell and Nancy
Chapin on offense, and Di ane Poterec on
defense. The final score was Colby2, UMPI 1.
The following day Colby met a top Vermont
team , Johnson State;' and bowed to them 3-1.
Johnson 's consistently hard shots and clean
breakaway plays wore their strong points;
Colby 's fatigue was their weak one, ,
Johnson scored inid-way 'through the first
half; Colby 'did not: let ; up, however, and
repeatedly brought! the ball dbwnfjeld into
'.'!' Y ,
scoring position, .
Johnson fired a quick' goal in off the first
bully of i the second half,
Their¦ third
goal
* for
¦
¦
¦ ¦
Y '"
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the game came about ten minutes later. The
Mules' continued attempts to score brou gh t
their total shots to 17. Chapin put Colby on the
scoreboard off a center from the right , with
her quick deflection past the goalie. Diane
Poterec was stron g at def ense, and Bunnell
had five saves in goal. The final score was 3-1
' . YY ¦,..' :,•!.¦' .'! ' .; • - "•:¦ !,- ' !... ' . .. -,. ' .:.• .
Johnson.
The varsity- traveled to Farmington on
Monday to close out their regular season with
a 2-0 win. Oppressive heat slowed the game,
and left it scoreless at the half,
The Mules came but of the half-time huddle
stron g and determined; Sandy Lang scored off
a cross from the ,left, Nancy Chapilh capped
the victory with an unassisted goal from the
wing position. . ;' , ... :•' ' 'Si, :, .;: Si. - - ,; .. 'yY' .y..;
. Sara Bunnell had ttipny itnpresslve saves in
goal,",' aiid Moira Manning was tough at deep
defense. The final scbrii was 2-0 Colby. :, /! ;
The Mules!..regular!season play closed with
an impressive 9:3 record ; They!will head down
to Bowdoin on Friday for , the State :,Tpur«:
napi'ent , yvlth a probablesecond seed, V, . ' '.!. ,
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an editorial commen t

Although not many of .you-probably realize
it as you try to recapture some summer fun on
a balmy autunin afternoon, but the National
Hockey League and its' 21 teams began their
quest for the coveted Stanley Cup a few weeks
ago. The 80-game regular season which will
eliminate! five sub-standard elubs from the
playoff package will mean little if anything tp
those o£us that keep abreast with the men on
skates. The true season commences when the
results of this eighty-game "exhibition"' are
completed and the playoffs start in April.
Since the mid-sixties, few things have been as
devaluated as the US. dollar, but the National
Hockey League can certainly be placed in the
same category as our falling currency.
Since the original six expansion teams were
added to the ''old hard knocks" N.H.L. in 1967,
this deluge of expansion and delution of the
game has continued unmercifully so that we
are now forced to watch St. Louis BluesWashington Capital standoffs four times a
year. In the sarnie light; if you are a fan of any
of the four "true" teams in the Patrick
Division (the Islanders, the Rangers, " the
Flames, or the Flyers) you no longer are
treated to seeing these classic rivalries eight
times during the course of the regular season,
but instead must, see your club drub the
Hartford Whalers four times a year. Instead
of fast-paced, well-played,end-to-end hockey

contests, you 'll be treated to four uninspiring
6-1 contests which are of little value except to
individual scoring statistics.
'
. It's a shame that the upper echelons of the
N.H.L. believe that , the true road to
popularizing the sport is by adding team upon
team to this ever-expanding league; I can 't
say that I agree. There were obviously not
enough top caliber players to fill two successful leagues, nor were there enough fans to
support it. So what does one do? You add four
former World Hockey Association squads to
the already expanded 17 team league. You
then strip these teams of their players, give
them the scraps from around the league and
make them pay !astronomical sums to have
the privilege to play with the "big boys." It's
too bad, 'cause it seems that every time that,
there is some close in the disparity gap between the top and the bottom of the barrel , the
owners come up with some scheme to upset
^
the balance
that they say they are looking for .
It's too bad too, because with no television
contract arid with rinks closing throughout the
East coast, hockey must face an uphill battle
to be able to compete with the other major
sports , on the" market —• a climb that is
currently resting on thin ice.

j mg

Women Bow To Panthers
by Sarah LickDyke
Following Ellis' goal, the play evened out.
Last Saturday, the Women's Soccer team
Rose
Gagnon netted her second goal of the
lost 4-1 to Plymouth State down in Plymouth,
afternoon and the fourth for Plymouth at 44:40
New Hampshire. The Panthers jumped to a
quick lead on an unassisted goal by Josee to conclude the scoring on the day. She was
assisted by Robin Kemp.
Pothier at the three minute mark.
.
Plymouth State outshot the Mules during
• The Colby women, who had .been having
the
contest 17-4. Jeffra Becknell recorded 13
trouble settling in as it was, were unable to
saves
on the day while the Panther keeper
first
goal.
For
rally following the Panther's
most of the first half , Plymouth State Linda Altman had a relatively easy game
having to shed aside only three ghots.
dominated play. Two unassisted Panther
Said Coach Steve Knight of the team's
goals before the half brought the score to 3-0.
performance,
"The best thing that I saw
The first, Potheir's second of the day, came at
today
was
that
for the first time we were
20 :00, the second, put in by Rose Gagnon,
really
able
to
come
back from a disasterous
came at the 31:00 mark.
; The pattern of the game changed first half. Plymouth State is a good team, and
significantly in the second- half. Colby, still they knew that we were in the game till the
end."
alive despite their first half trampling,
Plymouth State was the first team that
returned to the field determined not to be
Colby
met this year. The score of that game,
embarrassed.
played
when the women had been together
One of the changes from the first half to the
only
nine
days, was 7-0. Rated among the top
second was the increase in communication
ten
in
New
England, Plymouth possesses both
between the Mule women. Tighter coverage,
experience
and a highly skilled squad. The
an increase in big clears from the fullbacks,
change
in
the
Mule performance from their
and chips up to the line by the halfbacks were
first
contest
vs.
the Panther 's and the one on
instrumental in the turn-around. The women
Saturday
is
sure
evidence of the development
notched their sole goal of the game at 9:30
and
improvement
of this year's team — a
when Beth Ellis scored on a direct kick from.
maturity
that
the
women
hope will surface in
25 yards away.
their final two gamesbf the year.

Ranked Fifth In N.E.

Mules Capture Bantams
by Jonathan Greenspan
In front of a partisan , yet apprehensive
dra g and what I do is fake a block and filter
through the confusion on the line .to the ophomecoming crowd this p!ast Saturday, the
posite side of the field. While everyone is
Colby Mules manhandled the Bantams of
28-7.
It
was
the
fourth
conrolling
to one side, I'm sneaking through , to
College
Trinity
secutive win for the Mules, who are now
the other."
The score, which came only seven minutes
unofficially ranked fifth in New England and
after the Mules had tallied their second touchfor the first time since 1973 are guaranteed of
down, was set, up by the defense. Freshman
at least a .500 season. Three unanswered
Colby touchdowns in the first half gave the Jeff Paradis who intercepted three Trinity
ariels on the day, grabbed his second on
Mules all the scoring they would need to ward
Colby 's own 45 yard line to give the Mule
off a relatively weak Bantam off ense.
As they have in each of the past three offense excellent field position On the next
weeks, the Mules were able to begin the game play, Halfback Jay Dohegan broke around left
with the luxury of a quick score;. Capitalizing
end for 42 yards and a first down at the fifteen.
yard
one
a
fifteen
Three plays later Sears hit Marble for the
Trinity
errors,
on two costly
facemask penalty which brought the ball out §core and a 19-0 lead/ On the next play, Billy
from deep in Colby territory to their 33, the Pullen made a' great. leaping catc h for two
points and a very convincing 21-0 half time
Mules were able to maintain their march and
move in for the score. The drive which took 14 lead for the Mules.
The story of the second half was defense and
plays' and covered 95 yards, ended on a 28
yard Sears to Billy Pullen screen pass at the Colby, proved more than worthy of.the task.
9:24 mark of the first quarter. The conversion On three consecutive Trinity drives, t he Mule,
by Larry Sparks was good and Colby had an defense held. On the first of these series, the
' y
defense stopped the Bantams from the five.
early 7-0 lead.
Said Coach Kopp of> the opening drive, "It On fourth and goal, quarterback Peter Martin
was a critical part of the game for us, Prior to of Trinity was unable to find an open receiver
the trouncing that Trinity had taken at the in the endzone, and decided to scramble, and
hands of Middlebury the week before, their was stopped at the line by a host of Mules..,
On the next Colby series, Sears made his
defense had proven to be their strong point. r
By scoring'on bur first drive, we killed some one mista k e o f t h e af ternoon by overt h row ing
their spirit
Pullen and having the ball -intercepted .
of their confidence
¦ ¦ and deadened
¦' ¦¦
!¦'' ¦; ,"!!.:- .
.
.:"
,
'
Trinity
was to take oyer at the Colby 28, but
some." :, '" ' ,' ' • ' , '. , '
"
After two unimposing offensive series by the Bantams fumbled at the three and Colby's
the Bantams to open the second quarter, the :gruce Stokes pounced on the loose ball. After
Mules began their second scoring drive of the three uneventful plays; the Mules punted from
afternoon, Following a 25 yard punt returh by their ojyn eight thus giving the; Bantams
speedster Matt Maley to the Trinity 45< Mike excellent f.eldkpositlon once again * this time
Drouin broke around left end for 35 yards arid at the Mule 34. But as they had in the two
a first and goal, .Two'plays later, a Sears to previous, scries; the defense held as a fourth
Todd Marble pass gave the Mul^s their touch: down , pass ; by /Martin from the 17 was indown, : After • fourteen consecutive con- complete.,. Said Coach Kopp of; the effort put
vers ions , Sparks missed his first extra .point forth by the defense, "Give them a lot of
pf the1 year and Colby had to settle for a 13-0 credit for tpday's victory. Bykeeping Trinity
lead. ' ' '!;' ' :!, ' yyv .^ Y- '^! Y'Y.!!yyY -Y. . off the 1 board in' the third quarter,.• they _not
As they had teamed up on the second touch- only cancellbd .any ;. chance for ; them ": to
down, Quarterback Sears and , tightetid seriously!challenge our lead, but they chewed
Marble connected for: Colby's third score of upquite a bltof the clock, 11
the day at 'l:30 of the secbrid quarter, . '"It was -.. The garrie; which was
% pretty much Colby's
the first time all year we had used the play; " from thoistart was in the balapce during the
third quarter. A quick Trinity touchdown at
cbmmentcd Marble! It's called ia!tlghtend

Defense like this has only given up 50 points over the past four games.
this point, would have made it a new ball
needed to have outstanding days. Frank
game, but the Bantams were denied by a passed for 112 yards by way of an 8 for 13
staunch, opportunistic Mule defense which performance while Mike Drouin picked up 101
produced six Trinity turnovers, including
yards of Colby 's 206 on the ground on 21
three interceptions by Safety Jeff Paradis ,
carries.
All Paradis had to do most of the game was to
This week the Mules travel down to
cover all-ECAC wide receiver Pat McNamara
Lewiston to meet the Bates Bobcats and begin
who needed only one score to break Trinity 's
their fight for the coveted CBB crown,
all-time touchdown record by a wide receiver.
something that the Mules have not seriously
But Paradis, aided by some double cbyerage
challenged for in several years. The Bobcats
was more than up for the assignment. Of the
who are also 4-i possess a s.tingy defense
sixteen passes thrown his way, McNamara
which has already accumulated three
was only able to snag four for 84 yards while
shutouts on the year, including a 10-0
Paradis was able to grab three.
whitewash of WPI this past week, and a shaky
Offensively, it was again a Colby attack that
offense. As Colby, Bates has the toughest part
could score both quickly and deliberately;
bf their season ahead of them, beginning with
Three of the four. Mule touchdowns came on
Saturday's contest with the Mules. Said Coach
Frank . Sears strikes while Frank himself
Kopp, "It should be a toss-up, Bates Is very
bolted over from the one for the final score of
aggressive and will be up for this game as we
the day ; Again though, it was the offensive
will be. It will be a very emotional contest" —
line which gave Sears and his offensive backs
a contest t h at th e Mules ho pe t h eir f o ll owers
the protection and the blockirigi that they
will be at to cheer them on.
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Friday night, Stu-A presents the Academy
Award winning adaptation of the Dicken's
novel,. Oliver, with Ron Moody and Oliver
Reed. Two showings,
7:00 and 9:30 - $1.00 in
¦
Lovejoy. ":' - . '
See the Halloween Weekend schedule for
more filmsbeing shown all day Saturday.
Halloween Evening - Stu-A will show Night
of the Living Dead - one of the' best horror
films of all times - same times, same low
price.

On Monday, November 5, Kuang Mei,
Asian-Scholar-in-residence, is to give a major
lecture at 8pm in the Robinson Room of Miller
Library. Look for details in next week's Arts
section. . .<--. .
Dr Wendy Hagen, Assistant Professor of
Astronomy at Wellesley College, will speak on
"The Life History of a Star," on Monday,
October 29, at 8pm in Keyes 105. A reception
will follow in Keyes-205.
Monday, Oct. 29th at 6:30 in Given
Auditorium will be a Campus-wide forum to.
discuss what is being done, and what should
be done by students, faculty, administration ,
and employees to prevent violence and
vandalism on campus - all are urged to attend
this important meeting.
The Messalonskee Folk and Chowder
Society with the Colby Outing Club proudly
; presents The Fall Harvest Contra Dance. It
will be held in Dana at 8:00 on Friday night
Oct. 26. Lessons are included so you don't
have to "know how to do it.'-' Cost is $1.00 for
COC members and $1.50 for non-members.
There will be free cider and donuts.
The InternationalRelations Club is hosting
the Peking Opera Troupe, here at Colby on
November 17. More details on this in future
issues!

INTERESTED
IN
HOSPITAL
VISITATION? Students who may be interested in visiting patients in Mid-Maine
Medical Center (Thayer and Seton Units)
under the auspices of the office of the
Chaplain of the Hospital are asked to contact
Chaplain Longstaff (by campus mail or by
telephoning x340) to indicate their interest. If
sufficient interest is found, Chaplain Brewster
from the Hospital will come to Colby to ex^
plain the training and vfeitrng opportunities
which he will provide.
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6:30 PM Colby Christian Fellowship

Thursday, Oct. 25
ys
~27
Oct.
Saturday,

Chapel Lounge

N

1
| :QQ AM Lorimer Chapel Choir Rehearsal

Sunday, Oct. 28

,

Lorimer Chapel
9:45 AM Catholic Mass
Y

Lbrihteir Chapel

10:30 AMI Bagel Breakfa st

Y

s.

Slide Presentation: Israel
Smith/Robins/Hurd Rooms
11:00 AM Morning Worship Service
Lorimer Chapel
Guest Preacher: Rev. Mr. Harry Snyder
_
\
of First Baptist Church of Waterville

6:00 PM Catholic Mass

L

Wednesday, Oct. 31

Rose Chapel
8:00 PM Chapel Service Committee
,
133 Woodman
i
6:30 PM Catholic Mass
-Rose Chanel

J
,. " . ¦ ¦ J

All Crib Notes and Announcements must be submitted to the ECHO
office in Roberts Union before Monday evening.
,'

AUTOPARTS, INC.
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Amencaii
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Society •
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in your lifetime.
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The Committee to Fund Students' Special
Projects will award grants (up to $500), to
and
Wednesday
students for scholarly and creative activities'.
Tuesday,
available on all
Thursday afternoons from 1:00-3:00 p.m. in These activities (in most cases) must be
the Walk-In (Nurse'sRoontfat the Infirmary, associated with an Independent Study, or
2nd floor, Garrison-Foster Health Center. No Senior Scholar project.
Deadline for submission of proposal-for the
appointment is necessary from' now until
fall
semester is October 3L Deadlines for
exams begin, December 7th.
work
to be done in the spring are February 15
which
is
a
this;
year
is
$2:00,
The charge
1980
and
March 13, 1980.
fight
try
to
Y
last
year.
We
do
reduction from
Rose's
be
obtained
in
Dean
Guidelines
may
faculty
and
staff
and
inflation! Students,
!! Y
office (Eustis307). Ext!376.
spouses (active or retired) are eligible.

J

f W^- ^M^
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Faculty- Is there a James Michener (author
of Centennial, Hawaii) fan among the faculty
who would be willing to sponsor an independent James Michener Jan Plan? My
required Jan Plans are fulfilled
and it's
v
time for me to be diverse! Contact Jay
Moody, Box 1049 or 872-6077.
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'Fid' Shots are "IN5'' this year. They are

A "Student Primary Emergency Care
Service" (SPECS) has been established on
the Colby campus. Anyone who is sick or
injured or is a witness to such a situation and
needs assistance should call the infirmary at
extension 231or call the emergency extension
347. After you call the health center student
EMT or-ah ambuulance will be radio
dispatched to your location, as the nurse
deems necessary.
Y_

Distaff is sponsoring a chartered bus trip to
Boston,
November 3, for shopping, museum
The Coalition For Choice, a community
hopping,,
or sight-seeing. October 22 is. the
group concerned with maintaining the
deadline
for reservations, and fare is
availability of legal abortion, is sponsoring a
candlelight march, Thursday, October 25 round trip.The bus will leave JFK parking lot
at 7:00 am and return about 11:00 p.m!
from 7i30 to 8:3Q D.m... This march is to
commemorate all those women who have died Arrival time at Quincy Market in Boston will
be approximately 11:00 a.m. The return trip
from illegal abortions.
The march will take place in the Waterville will leave Boston at 7 p.m. Checks must accompany reservations and may be sent to
Concourse and marchers should meet at the
Carol Rohrman, i Grouse Lane, Waterville.
fountain in the Main Street end of the parking
Students, faculty, and staff are invited to
lot. Placards are welcome. Please bring your
own candle with a cardboard wax-catcher make reservations on a first come, first
'
.
attached. Anv questions concerning the served basis.
Distaff
is
an
informal
organization
for
march or The Coalition For Choice should be
women
associated
with
Colby,
either
staff
or
Birge,
Telephone
Number
directed to Jane
spouses of staff members, active or emeritus
873-0501.
faculty wives and women professors.
P*
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Since Colby's first Primal Scream went
over so well and many people expressed great
regret at having missed-.it - there will be
another Primal Scream this Friday at 4:30 on
the lawn between Arey and Eustis. This
probably will not remain a weekly event. Be
sure to> get there before 4:30 since the
frustration-releasing scream starts at
EXACTLY 4:30.-A11, including faculty and
administration arewelcome.
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Crib Notes
Careers in Advertising and the Com' the topic of ah excellent
munications Field :-:¦
conference held atJPace University in New
York on December i. Professionals talk about
careers with .'advertising:.' agencies,, national
magazines, network radio and-teleyision, and
major newspapers. Make terrific contacts.
One^tq-one !workshOis on many < topics^ ij rieluding-!public^ ^ relations,- brpadcaistingi
publishing, witing "an^
tion, and layout. More information available
in LOyejoy llO.
Advertising and Journalism. We have just
received the .latestinformation on the Charles
Morris Price School of Advertising and
Journalism, in Philadelphia. If you are interested in communications, you may want to
look into their programs.

The Experiment in International Living has
100 positions available each year for those
interested in leading groups in foreign
countries. 'Applications" are accepted for
summer programs and for academic: yearsemester programs. More information in
Lovejoy 110. ,
Workshop!on Resume Writing Thursday,
November -1st at 2:30 in Lovejoy 109. Don't
miss it!' Y.
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Teaching? The WOodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation offers fellowships to
college seniors who are interested in teaching.
but;are not certified. Fellows are placed in
private schools around the east and mid-west.
If you are thinking about teaching in a private
school, this is an excellent program.

SENIORS! Don't wait till the last minute.
Have your yearbook pictures.taken now. Very
reasonable rates ( we charge less than theOra«le ) Rich Highland X521 or Tina Chen
X338.

Missing - Ladies Seiko wristwatch. Gold oval
face, bracelet-style. Name engraved on back.
Great sentimental value. Please return. NO
questions asked. 255 Mary Low. Box 117.
Roberts Desk. $50.00 reward offered.

Persons with any information .concerning
ithe removal of six German posters from the
Spa last Thursday night, please contact Dawn
BrydOn, ext. 529. These didn't belong tons,
and we're responsible for their return. Colby
Deutschklub.

WANTED: Term papers, theses, or lectures
to type. Call 465-3255 for details.

Lost r One silver MERCURY quartz watch. If
found, please contact Mike Childers (x5S6).
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_ 45 Hade, a hole-in-one
46 32 grams"of oxygen,_
e.g.- - -48 fleur-de
50 Fort — , Calif.
51 Scenic miniature
55:Rachel Carson
.. subject
56 Where Orr used to
. compete
57 Have mutual effect
" 59 Exam taker
61 .1975.Wimbledon champ ..
•• - •
62 Sap
64 Exigency
, 65 Certain M.D. "
'.'
66 Give it

34 Steam up, to _~excess
35 Went through a
stage of infancy
37 College in Beaumont,
Texas .
39 Work with metal
42 Far from
¦stay-at-home
44 Concern for
59-Across
47-Gap or mis-sing part
49 Tristram Shandy's:
creator .

...

1
9
13
14
15
16
17

DOWN
1 Carpentry tool
(2 wds.)
2 Composer Thomas
Augustine ——
3 .Old TV western
4 Cos or iceberg
5 Mr. Whitney. •"
6 Dramatis per'sonae
7.Ancient Greek state
or N.Y. prison
•8 What a twist-off
cap does
, 9 Kind of eyes

Collegiate CW79-1
- .
© Edward Julius
31 "Eyes have they ,
18 Comnits (2 wds. )
ACROSS
and -— " .
Something found 1n
20 . "The Organization
H
36 '60s Secretary of
Frisco (2 wds.)
.the Interior
21 Item for Willi e
Party man
38- Detroit labor
Mosconi
Determine the deinitials
greelof association
23: Cousteau ' s ship
40 Seat of Brigham
— Stanle y Gardner
24 Chan g ' s twin
Young -University
Those who mesmerize
25 Militar y .trainin g
41 He played Hud .and
center (abbr. )
Hasn 't — . to . .;• .
Harper .
stand on
26 . Sudsy quaff
Peter Sellers char27 "Th e — Tattoo " , 43 Shining example
acter, Henr y —i.;
29 Cud handle

J OIN THE " COLLEGE FLYING
CLUiyr & LEARN TO FLY
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HEART OF MAINE , AVIATION

32 Age
33 Legal plea (2 wds.)

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

featuring seafood & Steak
I
at famil y p r ices
Mastorchni go and Visa

LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY '
DAILY HAPPY HOUR

, FROM 12NOON-6P.M.

Dhe ftom: '
•
1
¦
Tuos. - Fri. 12.2p:m. & 5-lOp.ni.
I
Saturdaysp.m.-lOp.m. ,
¦
\ Sunday 12noon - 8p.m. .
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Starring:
GLORIA LEONARD.
MARLENE WILLOUGH BY •
SERENA .JOHN LESILE .
.._,.
VANESSA DEL RIO .
MItO
'
JAMIE GILLIS .
f
CRISTY FORD •
V
4\
HELEN MADIGAN •
RIKI O NEIL
IN COLO R
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Depart
Round Trip
One-Way
To
Portland
7.10
13.50
1:47p.m.
Boston
1:47p.m.
20.00
' 38.00
1:47p.m.
Hartford 3i (60
58.90
78.10
1:47p.m.
Now York 41.10
(Prices subject to change.) •
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I Once in a while someone fights back. |
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Arrive
4;00 p.m. I
7:35p.rtt Y;
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The book blues It's those sleepless nights.with visions 6f ,"'
Y - •.¦:¦ Y"
head They just won't go away.
But you can with Greyhound Take off this weekend,visit
your family, see your friends just get out of town and leave the
book blues behind It doesn't cost much and¦ it'll do you a world ,
of good.
:' "• ' '
So,if you've got the book blues,get on a Greyhound and
split. It's a quick cure for what ails you , . "
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exams ,pop tests and required reading dancing through your. .
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Greyhound 's
quick cure for
the book blues.
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~Wost Rlvor Road qt Pino Rldgo , Watorvl llo 872-9775
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51 Hurit goddess
52 Map detail
53 Tryoh ' s "The ——"
54 Tall apd slender
58 Demolition supplies
60 ' Ti bi a
63 /tetress Frances

67 Window sash .

10 Ship ' s deck
11 Quite a few
12 Musical notation
13 " —- Ber gerac " - y
15 Mazeroski ' s famous
feat of '60 (2 wds.)
19 Colerid ge ' s "gentle
thing "
22 Biblical bro ther
28 Common - street name
30 Inferior newspaper

A checkbook has been turned into the circulation desk at Miller Library. Owner should
inquire.
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Using Our Resources
There are many explanations for a student's decision to come to a small liberal arts college
like Colby. Perhaps one of the maj or reasons is a student's. desire to have some effect on
environment and curriculum of that small college. We all must have (and want to have) a say
in the decision making process which will affect boths our academic and social background.
Each student should have the opportunity to make a difference in the quality of his or her
college education.
Colby is fortunate enough to have many valuable resources. These resources include a
beautiful rural setting, a well designed physical plant, and an increasingly positive reputation
as a "highly competitive" educational institution. Furthermore, Colby has the resources of a
small but highly educated community with the ability to anticipate and solve problems
creatively. The students, the faculty, and the administration have the poteptial to work
together in order to make Colby a better learning experience for all of us.
IJnfortunately, in recent years, Colby has been unable to tap these resources effectively. The
first four issues of the ECHO this semester have been crowded with letters and commentaries
calling for changes in the system and changes in the attitudes of students, faculty and administration. This growing discontent must be recognized and steps should be taken to curb the
"malaise" of the college which belongs to all of us.
Part of the problem in uniting the Colby community behind an effort to provide sound
representation is the fact that the students are more "transient" members of the community,
unlike the faculty and administrative staff. In a March 27, 1975 issue of the ECHO, President
Strider "made reference to the fact that students are the transient element of life here, and do
not stay to see the fruits of the decisions made...Consequently the philosophy of the college,
which provides its continuity and goals, must be upheld almost against that strong current of
,
transience."
.
of the college, implies that
maintenance
This philosophy, which excludes students from the
they don't have a long'term stake in Colby and that they don't really care. The thoughts and
suggestions for change and improvement brought forth so far this year contradict that
philosophy.
... . .
If students are indeed willing to throw their resources toward a better Colby education, they
must work as a community with the faculty and administration! The 1969 Constitutional Convention (reviewed in the Oct. 11 issue of the ECHO) was an effort to increase student involvement by creating an effective committee system. Rod Marshall, the present Stu-A
committee chairperson, finds a lack of responsiveness in the system and points out a "we;they"
atmosphere on campus between teachers,students, and administrators.
The fact that we students are indeed "transients" should not prevent us from taking a strong
interest in our college and its policies and procedures. It is crucial tha t we add our valuable
resources to those of the more permanent population. If the system is not working, it is our
prerogative to institute changes to improve Colby for the students of the future.
.
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Commentar y

Bottle Battle Revisited
- i. •

*

TheColbyEcho
Managing Editor
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by Terry iSmith

j
What is the Bottle Bill? Is it the hassle of This load is then sent to the recycling plants.
I toured the Pepsi-Cola Distributors of
collecting all those empties after a big p^rty?
Where do those empties go once you leave Waterville and was told of the 175 feet length
them in the capable hands of your local . of the building that houses their company , the
grocer? !
.
last 75 feet, newly built for a cool $45,000, was
Right now in Maine, there is a raging just for empties. Another small, but definitely
dispute over the pros and cons of the effective change for the distributor was the
mechanics and ideals behind the Bottle Bill. conversion to the metric system , The drivers
The arguments will culminate in a November must now make additional trips because of
6 referendum vote that, besides affecting the size differences of the new bottles which
Maine, will influence other stakes who are take up more room in a truck designed for the
old type bottles.
thinking about their own Bottle Bill.
I view the Bottle ,Bill from a personal ; I-Hstened to all ftese legitimate complaints
vantage point. All summer long I worked in a and I've experienced many of them firsthand ,
medium-sized grocery store, with all the but I'll still stick by the Bottle Bill although it
basic bottle problems. Every bottle and can may be .dragged down under by poor.
was brought into a cramped , crow ded area of . management. In theory, the Bottle Bill is an
the store (in my specific instance it was a 130 idea that has come during a time when it's
degree cellar). I spent my hours, as man y desperately needed, Despite the bureaucratic
others do, sorting and packing bottles and mess that's, been, made of it (only two state-,
seperating cans (and whatever else some owned centers remain open in the state) we
people think is necessary to put in the "em- must rea lize th at ever y t hin g won 't last
pt ies'') into their respective boxes ,so the forever. 'Accused of being a wasteful society,
beverage company drivers can take them we are finally seeing our resources rapidly
/ dwindling. Not ; even mentioning the fitter
awa y to be re place d'or refilled. Y
When I wrote ' oi {Re "cramped, crow ded problem being vastly improved , it ma k es
work ing condi t ions , I hi t u pon a ma j or sore sense to recycle a can' because it uses much
spot of the mechanics of the Bottle Bill, The less energy than the making ¦of a whole¦ new
grocer must move profit-making stock to can.;; y 'Y Y y' 'Y y ' :: ' ¦ ¦Yy ' :• ¦ Y Ev On this summer , slalving aw_y in that
make room for the empty bottles and cans
that he barely breaks even on, Economically, cellar, emptying out not-all-togethor-empty
most stores also ha ve to hire at least one containers (usufally. oh myself) and nursing
person extra to sort those bottles (hence my cute from broken bottles, I still believed in the
summer jo b)i The buck¦ doesn't stop here tho Bottle Bill. I feel the upcoming referen' .' y
dum to: try to repeal the bill will bo a mistake
unfortunately.
More trips (i.e. more gas) because they that will be hard to alter after it Is passed.,
can 't load the trucks full of filled containers For non-residents of Maine and Vermont
(the room is needed for empties) is only one of whose states are thinking about bottle, bills,
the things the driver must be paid extra for, look at the issue from two sides.ylmprdve its
Also, the extra time spent loading the empties mechanics on all levels and the idea , itself
will
indeed be worth iti-'V, ; .
-Y ., ' . Is S. . ¦ ' AS v •:
amounts to more dollars spent put;:
the residents of Maine and Vermont, have
Local distributors payout a lot of that
money, Receiving all tlie bottles from the seen its results arid are the ones:Who;.must
surround ing area , they sometimes/ have mnko the necessary iihprovennjents so ai gbod
enough to fill a tractor-trailer full per day. I dea won 't go down in a tanglc,of red tiipe.; : i

Letters to the Editor
To theOditor :

- . ,; ¦¦ -

This letter is in response to a letter appearing in the Oct 18th issue of the ECHO
signedyby y Gairy ;Kimball. Upon my first
readirig of the letter, I was upset by its blatant
i_raccuracies£ Y misrepresentations, y and
slanderous -tone.; Upon rereading, I began to
woiider What might prompt someone to make
siich a series of statements. I find Mr. Kimball's claim that ' he intends to improve
of
educational policy through the 'removal
Vice^resident Pullen and Chairmen of the
Anthony somewhat
Board ; of y Trustees
suspect.- ;: % ;/ ' :- :. ; :- ¦ "Y " ;Y
If he really feels the kind of sincere and
serious interest in educational policy that he
has lately expressed, it seems to me that he
should be aware of the fact that Colby's
educational policy is formulated through the
College's Educational . Policy Committee
( EPC ) and is ultimately determined by the
Faculty. V.P. Pullen is V-P of Financial
Mfairs, whose duties do not include the formulating of educational policy. (Dean Jensen
is the V-P of Academic Affairs.)
The role of the Board of Trustees on the
other hand, under the Chairmanship of Mr.
Anthony, is limited to what amounts to a
rubber-stampi approval of educational policy
as it comes to them from . the Faculty. It
seems improbable to me then, that Mr.
Kiniball Has had any real contact with either
Mr. Anthony dr Mr. Pullen concerning
educational policy and therefore his attacks
on them seem to be no more than attempts at
thinly disguised ; character assassination..
What purpose these attacks might serve I
v
can't even guess.
Other statements made in his letter indicate
to Ynie a yserious misconception and
misrepresentation of the policy-making
process and institutional goals of Colby
CollegeMVIr. Kimball states that the "subject
matter" (learning - I suppose) "is subordinated to the institutional and corporate
guidelines which enables the Board of
Trustees to raise tuition or import the dirty
money of a Seeley G. Mudd." It may be that
Mr, Kimball's understanding of "institutional
and corporate guidelines" is somewhat more
accurate than , his understanding of how
educational policy is formulated, and that he
can perceive how these guidelines are being
used by "an inhuman administrative elite" to
manipulate what the less perceptive of us
would mistake for legitimate attempts at
improving the quality of education at Colby towar d t he ultimate atta inm ent of t heir true
ulterior personal goals of raising tuition and
importing dirty money. But I doubt it.
The third and.most important point that I
would like to address in this letter is
suggested by ..the tone , of the series of
quotations just cited, the problem as I see it is
epitomized by the ease with which Mr.
Kimball complains about his "being computerized, institutionalized and standardized. " (What might be described as a
process of dehumanization) and in the very
same sentence re f ers to t he "creatures inside
Eust is" as its cause. It is this tendency to
complain on the one hand that administrators
make decisions with no re gar d to how these
decisions will affect students as people, while
at th e same time stu dents re f use to recogn ize
that the /administrators making these
decisions are only human themselves - subject to a variety of constraints, interests an d
pressures that may come to boar on any
decision;;;:.:'
" ;y.
On a personal level, I feel compelled to say
that my own dealings with the people who
compr ise th e "administrat ion" have shown to
mo a group of people which bears no
resemblance ^whatsoever to tho administration described by Mr, Kimball "which cares little, if anyi for tho Welfare of
the students, ". Rather, I have found them
All letters must be signed land submitted Y
by J(londay evening. Ndmeswilibeviith-: i;
hold up on req uest. The Colby ECHO '
Sreserve? the right'tci shorten ' any[letter.-] :
' eral letters concerning
if, vief eceiwsep
of'
.metopic interest, we may prin t only
a represen tative letter, Y *y.y

supportive, genuinely concerned, and en- To theEditor :
Furthermore, why is no mention made in
thusiastic with the Welfare of the students as
your letter about the accusations that
their primary concern. Again, perhaps Mr.
In last week's ECHO, Chih-Chien Hsu acAnthony, as Undersecretary of Defense,
Kimball's more extensive or revealing cuses us (Gary Kimball and Wendy
doctored documents in the Lockheed scandal.
contacts with these individuals has enabled
Cherubim) of character assassination of the
And
finally, concerning Anthony's letter in the
him to see through the smoke screen of Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Board
NEW
YORK TIMES about, a National
feigned interest, fair weather friendship, and
Robert Anthony, and Seeley G. Mudd. In a
Indemnity
Fund (in case of an accidental
completely
superficial support that has so
well-writteri, but illogical letter, Chih points
nuclear
strike
at the Society Union ) , you
deceived me for the past four years.
out that Seeley G. Mudd, besides exploiting
It is a fact not generally recognized that Cyprus through his mining operations, also accuse Wendy of distorting the context of the
letter. You miss the point, Chih! Anthony is
those11individuals who happen to earn their
built schools and health clinics there. saying because of precedent, the appropriate
livelihood through the Administration of
However, Chih ignores the fact that when response to such an accident
is to offer an
Colby Collie exhibit certain: behavioral
Cyprian mining was exhausted; Mudd pulled indemnity. What
we
want
to
know
is what kind
characteristics also observable in the actions out and those schools and health clinics fell
of
morality
puts
a
monetary
value
on human
support
whose
tuition
fees
of those individuals
apart. And when Chih says that the South
the livelihoood of the former. They are in- African issue "has been pushed aside in favor life? .
What kind of sickness is this? Thesame one
volved in similar social interactions, perform
of the anti-nuclear issue as the fads and that
is involved in Lockheedscandals, that
the same bodily functions, arid at times even fashion dictated, '--he ignores the fact that
forms
the kind of American policy that puts us
confess the same emotional and physical one day before his letter was printed, we
in
the
War, that uses the money of
groups
needs. Yet many individuals in both
attended a meeting Of the Committee for SeeleyVietnam
G.
Mudd
to build up Colby, and one that
ideas,
belief
that
the
the
continue to persist in
Investment Responsibility, (and were denied ignores
student
and faculty demands to
motives and intentions that guide their own
admission) which is discussing investment in
divest
from
South
Africa. This is Robert
behavior are fundamentally different from
South Africa and is reported on the front page
Anthony and the Board of Trustees. The worst
those that influence the behavior of that other of last week'sECHOY ;
y; . yY' :. :. ...
group. '
We welcome your slanderous remarks, part is that this is the kind of sickness that
Chih, but the one we really want to respond is forms our educational policy. We are being
The problem here, as I see it, is one of
Robert Anthony. Really, Chih, we never heard channelled into this kind of life based on
confusing a difference of opinion with a difof the films and. speakers that condone corporate profit and disregard for human life.
ference of intention. To illustrate: the fact
As two students at Colby, we want an
present Vietnamese policy which you say the
that you and your roommate disagree as to
education
which reflects a value system
to
Colby.
And
up
New
World
Coalition
brought
what.color rug you should have in your room
even if they existed; is the "effect of the New based on people before profits. We don 't want
does not indicate that one of you wants the
World Coalition ori Vietnamese policy really Robert Anthony to control us, and we want to
room to look like a penthouse, die other like a
equal to Anthony 's role as Undersecretary of know why he is not responding to our letters.
pit. Likewise, in the area of education policy
Defense in forming U.S. policy during the Sincerely,
(where there are theoretically nearly as
Vietnam War? This analogy is ridiculous and Gary Kimball
many possibilities as there are colors) the
misleading.
Wendy Cherubini
choice of a particular set of policies by one
individual or group over another set favored
by a different person or group, in no way
implies that either set has any moral ad- ¦
_____-_ »
—i
.
vantage, superiority or more honorable in- . : : i~"
tentions than the other. Anyone audacious
enough to claim such a position should also be
;
.* —
ready to demonstrate his or her powers of
mental telepathy, omniscience or divine inspiration in support of that claim.
The careiess applying of imagined motives
to the actions of other people - and especially
institutions - is not .only irresponsible and
unfair, but also has the effect of distorting and
perverting our understanding of the true
siuj iatioh with which we are confronted , arid
so, greatly hampers our ability to deal efDO YOU FEEL SAFE AT COLBY ?
fectively with that situation.
..
\
If we want to improve the quality of life here
at Colby, to bring about needed reforms in
educational and other policy, to increase and
WITH THE RECEN T O UTBURST OF VIO LENT
intensify both the quantity arid quality of our
ASSAULTS UPO N COLBY'S STUDENTS
contacts with faculty, . other students and
administrators, we must recognize the human
component involved in each of these interactions. Their success or failure depends
on two essential elements - communication
and compassion. Without communication'
neither side can be aware of the needs of the
other. Without compassion (by this I mean a
'
'
'' ' ¦ ''' ' ' ' "
'¦
'¦
sympathetic understanding of the existence of
y.
•. .
Y . . .
Y
.
.¦
'.
a mutual interest in the common good)
neith er side can see h ow t he needs of t he two
FEELS IT IS NECESSARY TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEIV1OF
coincide. This understanding is a fundamental precondition to real negotiation.
I do not intend for this letter to be a condemnat ion bf cr iticism, confrontation dr
¦¦ r
¦¦
'
, .
: V V '-".' ' Yy 'V •' . i V " ' "
cbhtroven.y per se; I think MachiavelU was
right - we all need a little help now and then to
keep us honest; Like Mr. Kimball, I'm
"please d to see that t here 's been some voices
raised concerning the state of affairs at Colby
College," but let's not let our voices get so
loud that we can 't hearourselves think,
. Finally, I'd like to echo the words of Robert
Christiansen in last week's Ra pproc hement
IF YOU FEEL UNSAFE, OR EVEN IF YOU FEEL SAFE,
>
feature i- '^o single component of our com;
munity can be either blamed or absolved from
¦
. ,;.... .,... . • ¦--•-• :C oME;TOLL "US«.:. WHY?
'"
th e; pro blems' ;.:facing Ctolby,..*V We y need a
''renewal of relations among bur; fellows
.•infused.; with;- a more , sympathetic .un.
IT 'S FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY !!!!!!!!
derstanding of our fundamentally , human
'
''
' '¦
• ', ' ; ,• ;. • ¦ '¦ :
nature,vY::,i^ :';;:..- ';:v ,.y, -y ' ' .-, >¦ ' ' :S ' YvY y; ,
. . ' ¦ : , ' •> Y/ V v Yy^' .Y..1YY' • . •
¦
¦ '(,
' '
'
'
, ¦' . . .
Y ' ¦' .
'.
''
From the Cominittee on Careful arid Critical
Consideration A of Change (and ; Campus
'
"
'¦
Coridltlons) YthrouKh ' Cooperation; ' Coin- Y '' :> ^'"'- • Y- ,"Y- : ' , '• ;-- . »
MONDAY ' " , OCTOBER 29
municatlon , and Compassion (or C-/fl )^ '
¦
:¦ v ;.i:JyY ,v Y: J y -i ^Y: : 'i ;:/ . : 4 ^^ :
AUDITO RIUM
GI
^
:
VEN
;
>y
'
Respectfully submitted^
John E. Yellloux ; ; • ; '
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GradMat&Imp

by Dawn Brydon •
Saturday's drizzle did not dampen the added the "over-concern" with career goals
at a school such as Colby has led to "excessive
spirits .of the courageous Colby alumnae and
self-interest."
alumni returning for yet another
.^
A male from the class of '70 expressed his
Homecoming game. Enthusiasm abounded,
views on the "youth" at Colby. He was
and those individuals questioned about their
"amazed at how young the students look,"
"impression upon returning to Colby" were
and couldn't understand why , he hadn't
candid in their replies.
changed at aU!
The more recent graduates addressed
Those graduates more familiar with* the
topics relevant to our current concerns. .A
member of the class of '76, presently enrolled "old campus" didn't feel any less a part of
in law school, misses the "growing up" at- Colby than those of us "on the hill." Barbara
Dyer, class of '41, said she feels Colby is "just
mosphere which Colby provided for her. She
as much my college today as anyone's," and
"found it much too pressurized at the time"
one elderly gentleman felt "very much-at
but continued to say: "Once you 're out,
home
here."
though, you realize it was only a test..:"
The
overwhelming sentiment expressed by
Peter Kraft, class of '76, said the biggest
all graduates, young and old, was that they
cnange he could see was that "the football
wished they had advantage of the opteam has improved 1"
portunities offered by Colby. Comments
Lisa McBride, a 1978 graduate, said she
ranged from "I never noticed the architecture
sees Colby as rapidly increasing in academic
on this campus... " to "Why didn't we go to
excellence but is afraid that this may be "at
more
lectures, concerts.,.?"
the expense of the social experience." She
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